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A message from the Editor 

Today my team and I dedicate this issue of WE Magazine for Women to a very 
special woman, someone who touched many lives on her earthly journey. Kathy 
Dedek.  As you will read in our Special Section, Kathy left  many people with her 
legacy of love, admiration and compassion. I would venture to say, she didn't even 
know the extent of her legacy to the world.  Something many of us never truly do 
know or understand.  

That quote  seemed so fitting for this issue of WE Magazine.  Saying Goodbye to 
someone who,  over the past two years I came to know and considered a friend 
has not been easy.  Someone whose memory will live in my heart long after she is gone...  While she is not 
the first person I have known or cared about that passed away, her death was sudden and so unexpected 
that it rocked the world of so many who knew her. Which is why its so important to leave behind those fond 
memories. To live in the hearts and minds of others after we leave is the gift we give to them... its our 
legacy.  Thank you, Kathy Dedek for being who you were and for all the difference you made in so many 
lives, including mine!

In addition to our tribute to Kathy, WE have the honor of interviewing 10 of the authors of Allow your Vision 
to Soar: This Message Just IN! Trusting the Voice Inside You.  A huge debt of gratitude is owed to 
Kimberly West,  founder and creator of this book anthology for allowing us to use the image from the back of 
her book as our cover and for helping me gather these interviews. With her help, WE were able to get 10 
amazing interviews from some of the most inspirational women on earth.

WE are also excited to welcome several new editors to this issue.  Thank you for sharing your expertise with 
our readers and for being part of our team. 

A very special note of appreciation to all our advertisers, those who have supported us for several issues as 
well as our newest additions. Your support means a lot to us.  Be sure to check out the following companies 
websites and if you feel moved to do so, please drop them a line or better yet, make a purchase! They are 
Marcia Barhydt, Big Chef, SendoutCards, Sherri Dobay, Kathleen Gage, Best Ever You Network, Halo Orangees, W. 
JoAnne McKay, The Addicts Mom, Mark Vacker Photography, Women in Ecommerce, Golden Mouse Awards, Tomorrow's 
Rainbow, IX Webhosting, Star Gala and WECAI Domains .

And most importantly, thank you for reading WE Magazine for Women.  Without you, our readers, WE would 
have no reason to exist.  

Please let us know how we can improve WE Magazine, what type of content you would like to see more of 
and any feedback you have to make WE Magazine live up to its mission to “Inspire Women in Business and 
in Life.”

Warmly,

HeidiHeidi
Heidi Richards Mooney, Publisher & Editor-in-Chief
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“Carve your name on hearts, not tombstones. A legacy is etched into 
the minds of others and the stories they share about you.”

 Shannon Alder

“The ones who take the time to leave us with fond memories will  
forever live in our hearts long after they are gone.”
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♥ Relationships

What Is a Mother?
By Audrye Arbe

“Motherhood is one of the greatest 
roles anyone can play in life. There 

is so much involved in being a 
mother, including living universal 
Goddess energy in human form.  

Motherhood is a spiritual 
undertaking as much as it is an 

Earth experience. How can you be 
an enlightened mom with evolved 

children?
 

“Usually we think of mothers as female-born. We 
like to think of mothers as wonderful creatures, 
filled with love, caring, protection, wisdom and 
cookies -- someone who comforts us when we cry, 
who bolsters us up when we are down, someone 
with astounding wisdom who manages to keep the 
home clean and the kids happy. 

 

“Mother, ‘Mommy,’ is usually the first person in our 
lives who cares for, nurtures and safeguards us.

 

“What is your definition of motherhood? Here is 
one to consider. Motherhood actually starts the 
minute a woman decides to become a mother, 
giving the matter consideration and mulling it over. 
Her thought patterns begin creating the mother she 

is going to be. Look at what you feel and think of 
motherhood in general. Experience this process as 
a combination of intention, actuality and 
preparation. Know that whatever your

thoughts, emotions and ideas are, you can 
transform and enhance them. 

 

 “Thus you can upgrade your conscious and 
unconscious, thereby enhancing yourself and your 
life. Wherever you are energetically with any of this, 
you can and will  evolve. Mom can be seen as the 
nurturer and space-creator for ongoing growth and 
development.
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What Is a Spiritual View of Motherhood?

“A mother is reminded that she and her child are souls on a human journey. Spirit is what we come from, 
what we are, where everything originates, whatever one calls it. We are energy. The child comes through 
the mother and is from the Creator, as are we all.

 

“We are all part of this magnificent matrix. This is 
an ever-present miracle sometimes treated as 
mundane. Each person is a blend of spirit, matter, 
vibration and awareness, coalesced into body, 
emotion, mind and soul. We are beyond definition.

 

“Astrological charts and other interpretative and 
divinatory modalities, such as numerology, 
palmistry, phrenology, sacred symbols of the 
ancients, hand reading, can clearly demonstrate a 
person’s tendencies in this life, his talents, 
challenges, relationships and professional 
possibilities. We are here to actualize ourselves 
and transform challenges.

“How Can Genetic Karmic Patterning Affect 
Motherhood?

“We can define “genetic karmic patterning” as 
the tendencies of any family or group to perpetuate 
certain qualities, attributes, strengths, weaknesses 
and attitudes both through the DNA and blood or in 
behavior, thought patterns and feelings. 

“You were born into a family with genetic karmic 
patterning, which you can embrace, seek to ignore 
or transmute.

“Ask Yourself: Why was I born with it in the first 
place? There are tons of reasons this occurred, 
including what can be called karma. Karma, or 
lessons, once learned, shifts to dharma, or 
blessings, attained. Possibly you attained 
enlightenment and chose to be the example to 

yourself, your family and the planet of a good way 
to handle this kind of challenge. Of course, anyone 
can refuse to heal and transform issues, sit in 
misery about being unloved or whatever, carrying 
this upset throughout life, purposefully making 
oneself a victim or martyr of it, then perpetuating it 
onto one’s children and everyone else one meets. 
What we are, we project.

“The Mother Is the Soul’s Guide
“Guiding a soul is an honor, a spiritual sacrament. 
We can take this with the lightness and joy of Spirit 
as well as the gravity and responsibility of being an 
accountable individual. It is a responsible 
undertaking, filled with love, joy and enlightenment. 
Paradoxically, as souls, we all play many roles with 
each other. 

 

     “The child definitely teaches Mom. Mom learns 
about life and herself through her mothering. It is 
vital for mom to transform herself about issues with 
her own mother, creating internal freedom, peace 
and love, through the generations, future and past.

 In the Beginning, Mom Is the Director
 

“Spirit has written the life script with our input when 
we were between lives. Mom, with Spirit, has a role 
like the director of a performance or movie.  In our 
actual Earth lives, we write and edit our own 
lines and put in our bits. When we are on target, 
living our ‘soul script,’ we feel renewed and fully 
alive.” 

(excerpted from the Mother's ManualA Spiritual and Practical Guide to Child Rearing and Motherhood) A Mom and 
Grammie, Audrye S. Arbe creates transformation in multi-modalities. She is the author of The Mother's Manual 
available  on Kindle and Nook, and, soon, as print editions, as well as an ebook at www.TheMothersManual.com
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Reflections of Life, Grief and SorrowReflections of Life, Grief and Sorrow

Rainbow Soul and Tears – Storms in Life by Sheila FinkelsteinRainbow Soul and Tears – Storms in Life by Sheila Finkelstein

“The soul would have no rainbows if the eyes had no tears.” Laurel Burch

This quote is on a mug that I purchased from Amazon shortly after Sam died. During those 
first few difficult months, I gave myself permission to buy little, what for me were, “luxury 
items” as comforts for my soul, I suppose.

“Rainbows, I’m forever chasing,” I stated the other day when I went chasing a beautiful 
rainbow (to photograph) after a violent thunderstorm. It seems to me that perhaps the most 
beautiful rainbows come after turbulent storms rather than gentle rains.

Does my soul, thus, need turbulence to have rainbows in it? Does it need to have the tears 
to create whatever combination creates a rainbow? Beautiful colors? Shapes? Purity?

“Life isn’t about waiting for the storm to pass… It’s about learning to“Life isn’t about waiting for the storm to pass… It’s about learning to
stand in the rain.” stand in the rain.” - Anonymous- Anonymous

This one brings up immediate memories… tearful ones now…of the hurricane of a couple of years ago. I 
recently came across photos of Sam sitting in my closet… me, too, when I got back in to join him after 
taking the photo.

Close and secure, the two of us, as we waited for the hurricane and its threats to pass over.

Though we weren’t physically standing in the rain we were going with it, no protest, simply enjoying being 
with one another and whatever was going on… at least I’d like to think there was no fear there. The effects 
of that hurricane left us powerless… in electricity that is.. for several days. And we got to appreciate being in 
the present.
Instead of complaining I treasured the time for reading, resting, eating gooshy strawberries that had 
defrosted and were still cold when I took them out of the cooler.

How glad I was to have Sam with me, my companion, my lover, and, I guess we were learning to stand in 
the rain of our lives over several years… the rain being the effects of Parkinson’s disease on him and, thus, 
us.

Sheila Finkelstein brings her vast training, experience and creative background in the Arts (Photography, Painting,  
Drawing, Writing),  plus a 47-year, love-filled marriage, to the TREASURE YOUR LIFE NOW  Relationship Coaching 
practice. Her clients are living their lives fully, in love and joy, before it’s too late. Download Sheila's free 20 page PDF  
"Writing for Healing - Reflections of Life, Grief and Sorrow"  here: http://LoveWithNoRegrets.com/healingwriting.html)
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The Power And Grace Between Nasty Or Nice: Replacing Entitlement,The Power And Grace Between Nasty Or Nice: Replacing Entitlement,  
Narcissism, And Incivility With Knowledge, Caring, And Genuine Self-EsteemNarcissism, And Incivility With Knowledge, Caring, And Genuine Self-Esteem   

“This is like no self-help book you have 
ever read. It's both highly original and 
grounded in practical reality. Its focus is 
deeply personal while also shedding light 
on our larger culture. The authors come 
across like the kind of people they are 
helping others to become - gracious and 
powerful, smart and humble, connected 
to others, and fully themselves.”  William 
J. Doherty, Ph.D., professor and director 
of the Minnesota Couples on the Brink 
Project at the University of Minnesota and 
author of Take Back Your Marriage.

"…our genetic survival will depend on 
human beings who cooperate, care for 
one another, and who have the capacity 

for limbic resonance, rather than just pursuing more and more stuff.”

This thought-provoking book goes far beyond the 
tired clichés of typical self-help books. America, and 
many other nations, is so out of balance that we are 
too often confused by who is "the victim" and who 
is "the perpetrator." Those who are too "nice" get 
exploited, and those who are too "mean" get what 
they want at others' expense.

From their ecological-systemic perspective, 
psychologists John and Linda Friel explain the role 
of evolution, genetics, and biology; personal, 
marital, and family dynamics, and cultural and 
political forces in creating a society that is riddled 
with entitlement, narcissism, incivility, fake self-
esteem, and a disturbing lack of basic knowledge. 
In their latest book, The Power and Grace Between 
Nasty or Nice: Replacing Entitlement, Narcissism, 
and Incivility with Knowledge, Caring, and Genuine 
Self-Esteem they show how and why these must be 
replaced by caring, humility, genuine self-esteem, 
and real knowledge.

Power without graciousness results in bullying and 
nastiness. Graciousness without power results in 

being a doormat. When we temper power with 
graciousness, we elevate ourselves beyond our 
purely brutish selves and become competent, 
grateful, humble, effective, and truly powerful---
attributes that are sorely lacking in a fast-shrinking 
world where anxiety and over-reaction often reign 
supreme. Using cutting-edge neuroscience and 
down-to-earth examples, the Friels show how you 
can move into the power zone between victim and 
perpetrator, and how even one very small change 
held firmly for six to twelve months can cause more 
system-wide change than anything else you can 
do, whether it’s in your home, your office or in your 
community. You’ll discover:

Non-citizens now launch half of all Silicon Valley 
start-up companies.

The U.S. divorce rate is very high in southern 
states—Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Kentucky, 
Oklahoma, and Texas—that do not support gay 
marriage, and lowest in northeastern states like 
Massachusetts, New Jersey, and New York, which 
do support gay marriage.
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The term "American Exceptionalism" was coined by 
Soviet Communist Party leader Joseph Stalin.

There is a genetic link between how much we 
contribute to charities, whether we are liberal or 
conservative, how many risks we take, how much 
pleasure we get from volunteering at a soup 
kitchen, and how tolerant we are of others’ 
differences. Thomas Jefferson wrote: "If a nation 
expects to be ignorant and free, in a state of 
civilization, it expects what never was and never 
will be"

Why conflict can be a life-enhancing part of human 
relationships and why avoiding conflict can be just 
as destructive as constantly pushing for it.

Why the opposite of dysfunctional is dysfunctional. 
One who is hyper-independent is just as dependent 
and needy as one who is clingy and helpless.

Why cutting off all contact with relatives—even in 
quite abusive situations—will keep you almost as 
hooked in to them as if you simply stayed home 
and lived with them.

Why not always getting along with a family member 
is normal; and why not speaking to them for years 
is not normal, and is destructive to all members of 
that family.

Why the ability to allow disappointment to enrich 
your life is one of the keys to happiness.

And, why any system in nature—the solar system, 
the nervous system, a system of work-mates in a 
work-group in a high-tech corporation—will never 
change until there is a disturbance in the system. 
This provocative and profound book will show you 
how to navigate those changes by bringing your 
best self forward.

About the authors: John C. Friel, Ph.D., and Linda D. Olund Friel, M.A., are internationally recognized authors and  
skilled clinicians. They are psychologists in private practice in St. Paul, MN. John also has an office in Reno, NV. They  
are New York Times bestselling authors, selling over 500,000 books, are the founders of the ClearLife® Clinic  
Program, and have appeared on The Oprah Winfrey Show, ABC News 20/20, in USA Today, Parents, and  
Cosmopolitan.
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Health
Cooling Off Our Body from theCooling Off Our Body from the  

Stress of LifeStress of Life
By Dr. Julie Chen

Mind-body exercises can be exceptionally useful for 
providing respite to our body and mind as we battle the 
effects of chronic stress on our body’s physiology. 
What falls under this category of ‘mind-body 
exercises’? Some of you may already be doing these 
exercises in a structured capacity, while others of you 
may be doing them in small increments throughout 
your day without even realizing it. This is a broad 
terminology that encompasses activities such as 
meditation, prayer, music therapy, breath work, 
progressive muscle relaxation, self-hypnosis, imagery, 
and journaling, just to name a few. 

The benefits of instilling mind-body exercises into our 
daily routine are far-reaching. When our body undergoes 
chronic stress, we are at greater risk for many health 
issues such as, but are not limited to, worsening of 
autoimmune diseases, cardiac disease, insomnia, and 
fatigue. The elevation of our sympathetic system and 
increase in inflammatory chemicals associated with 
chronic stress is damaging to our health. Therefore, by 
intentionally implementing periods of relaxation, we are 
able to temper the damage by employing the effects of 
the parasympathetic system as a counter-balance.

We may not be able to control our environment and the 
triggers of stress, but we can engage ourselves in 
deliberate interludes of relaxation to ensure that we are 
not on a constant upward spike of anxiety and strain. Our 
body is negatively impacted by persistent elevations of 
stress hormones. Therefore, it is imperative that we 
employ these numerous techniques on a daily basis to 
‘cool down ‘ our body and mind.

An easy technique that can be employed in public 
locations and at home is breath work. You may even 
perform the technique with your eyes open, thus seeming 
inconspicuous and unobtrusive to those around you. The 
easiest of the breath work techniques would be to double 
the exhalation time compared to the inhalation time. For 
example, you may breathe in to a count of four and 
exhale to a count of eight. It may be helpful to initially 
utilize a ticking watch or clock to make certain that you 
breathe slowly. When you breathe slowly over a period of 
time, your mind and heart naturally will slow down thus 
countering the heart racing and anxiety associated with 
the effects of stress.

Another useful technique is journaling. Studies show that 
the effects of journaling may far exceed the time you 
spend doing it. In one study, patients who engaged in 
journaling benefited from the calming effects for several 
weeks even though the journaling was done only for three 
days. This study indicates that the benefits of mind-body 
exercises, even in short durations, could potentially alter 
the negative impact of persistent stress for durations 
beyond the time spent performing them. 

Therefore, since these exercises are relatively benign 
and the benefits may be significant, it would be 
worthwhile to employ them on a regular basis. After all, 
just like we look forward to vacations especially during 
the hot summer months to ‘cool off’ from the stress of 
work and the scorching temperatures, our body and mind 
also needs some ‘cooling off’ time. And when it comes to 
our body, because it is a machine, you’ll definitely reap 
greater health results if you ‘cool down’ your body every 
day instead of waiting for the stress to boil over before 
realizing your body and mind needs a rest. 

Dr. Julie T. Chen, M.D. an integrative medicine physician who is  
board-certified in internal medicine as well as fellowship-trained 
and board-certified in integrative medicine. She has her own 
medical practice in San Jose, CA, where she incorporates 
many types of healing modalities into her practice including, but  
is not limited to, medical acupuncture, Chinese scalp 
acupuncture, clinical hypnotherapy, strain-counterstrain 
osteopathic manipulations, and biofeedback. For more info 
visit: www.makinghealthyez.com.

http://www.makinghealthyez.com/
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Diagnosis of Incurable Disease Prompts Warning
Tips for Handling Grave Medical News

How you respond to bad news from the doctor can change your life as much as the 
diagnosis can.

After being referred to one of the world’s leading 
cardiomyopathy specialists, a doctor who literally wrote 
the book on the condition, Shaw was shocked and 
disappointed to learn that no cure is expected within his 
lifetime – another 40 years or more.

“With all of the exponential leaps we’re making in 
medical technology right now, including sci-fi level 
accomplishments like inputting digital data into organic 
cells, I would think that pretty much anything is possible 
in the coming decades,” he says.  

After months of research and consultations with doctors 
and other health-care providers, Shaw concluded that 
profit-seeking and “Big Pharma” -- the drug lobbyists in 
Washington -- are hindering the quest for cures. 

“As long as disease can be maintained throughout a 
lifetime with various medications, why would an industry 
that profits from stabilizing maladies want to cure it? It’s 
their bread and butter!” he says. 

Shaw offers tips for people who receive unwelcome 
medical news:

• A second opinion: “Emotion kicks in immediately 
when you get a potentially life-ending diagnosis, and 
many people don’t bother getting a second or third 
opinion. They consider that denial, or wishful thinking,” 
he says. Doctors are human – they make mistakes. 
Even if the diagnosis doesn’t change, another physician 
may suggest a different course of treatment. Try to 
arrange a visit with a specialist at a nationally renowned 

research hospital.

• Empower yourself with knowledge: The internet is 
filled with good information, but the trick for research is 
avoiding the sea of misinformation online. There are 
many studies from various universities to be found, and 
sites including WebMD.com are reliable sources.

• The wake-up call response: For many, knowledge of 
a difficult medical condition is a reminder to finally 
implement a healthier lifestyle. Some patients turn 
around their lifestyle completely with regular exercise, a 
balanced diet with nutrition as the primary focus, and 
restricting or completely abstaining from alcohol and 
cigarettes. This can have amazing results. 

• Positive thinking / a focus on what matters: At some 
point, we all must face that we are mortal beings with 
limited resources, Shaw says. Sometimes, a good 
attitude is the best, if not only, weapon for facing terminal 
illness or a lifelong disability. Taking stock of what’s 
important, such as loved ones, is that positive x-factor 
that science has difficulty in measuring as a tangible 
health benefit -- but it is nonetheless.

In the meantime, citizens should be more proactive in 
the discussion about our nation’s health care system, 
Shaw says.

“You can be young and healthy now – but at some point, 
everyone is affected by our health-care policies,” he 
says. “Now is the time to take better care of ourselves 
and to reconsider how we medically treat patients.”

J. Thomas Shaw believes fiction has the power to bring people from all walks of life together and focus on a single issue. He  
wrote “The RX Factor” in consultation with Dr. Johnny Powers, a biochemical engineer with extensive experience in  

developing diagnostic tests. Shaw started writing novels after a career in the mortgage industry; he was the co-founder of  
Guaranteed Rate, Inc., the largest independent mortgage bank in the country. 

He lives in Southern California with his wife and two children. 
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Think Outside the Diet to Make Weight Loss Last 

Have you ever lost weight and gained it back? You’re not 
alone: that’s what happens to most dieters.  Obesity 
researchers Deborah Kesten’s and Larry Scherwitz’ 
new book Make Weight Loss Last reveals there’s more 
to being a successful loser than eating less and exercising 
more.  

The real secrets to being a successful weight loser involve 
addressing the underlying—and often remarkable—
reasons we pack on pounds.  The weight-loss success 
you achieve and maintain is based on the crucial eating 
and lifestyle choices you make each day. Here they are: 

Eat Fresh Food
Tasty or not, fast food full of added fat, sugar, and salt; and 
greasy, fried fare, are two of the key causes of weight 
gain. To turn the tide, you have to choose fresh whole food 
in its natural state as often as possible. Make lots of fruits, 
veggies, whole grains, beans and nuts and seeds your 
most-of-the time way of eating, with lesser amounts of 
lean fish, poultry, meat and dairy.

Create a Positive Relationship to Food
Although dieting, judging food as “good” or “bad,” 
anxiety about food, and thinking a lot about the “best” 
way to eat may not seem to have much in common, 
they are all characteristics of a “food fretter,” and 
increased odds of overeating and weight gain. To get 
off the food-fretting treadmill, perceive food and 
eating as one of life’s greatest pleasures. Choose 
wisely and enjoy it. 

Focus on Your Food 
Give up eating while doing other activities—such as 
working, driving, or watching TV. Stay mindful, keep 
focused, and do one thing at a time. Stop working and 
don’t eat at your desk.  Don’t read while you eat, don’t 
watch TV while you eat, and don’t drive while you eat. 
Instead, eat when you eat.  

Pay Attention to How You Feel 
Stop yourself from eating to soothe negative emotions 
or out-of-control food cravings. “Emotional eating” is 
the #1 predictor of overeating and weight gain. To get 
control, pause and pay attention to your feelings.  Get 
in touch with your feelings before, during, and after 
eating. Make a conscious choice to eat for the 
pleasure. Eat when you have a healthy appetite and 
don’t allow yourself to get too hungry. Experience feel-
good emotions when you eat and enjoy yourself.

Eat with Other People  
Eat alone less, eat with people more often. Eating 
alone can promote overeating. Snacking secretly is 
one obvious source of needless calories. When it’s 
time to eat a meal, invite others to join you at your 
table. Sharing mealtimes with friends, family, or 
coworkers will help keep you from overeating.

Dine by Design
Think about the atmosphere in which you’ll be 
eating ahead of time. Both the psychological and the 
aesthetic surroundings when you dine can influence 
overeating and your weight. To reap the rewards, 
each time you eat, design your own dining experience 
by creating an emotional and physical atmosphere 
that’s as pleasant as possible.

Feed Your Senses
Your senses have an amazing impact on your 
appetite and weight. Slow down and pay attention to 
the food before you through your eyes, ears, nose, 
and taste buds. Look at and notice the colors, the 
smells, the aromas. Pay attention to the look, the feel 
and the texture of the food. Appreciating food through 
your senses wards off overeating. Think about the 
food, where it comes from, and how it got to your 
table. Develop more appreciation in your heart for the 
food before you. 



Quit Chemical Cuisine
Obesogens are the manmade chemicals—plastics 
and pesticides—which have found their way into our 
food supply and beverages. They wreak their havoc 
on weight by mimicking estrogen, a hormone that can 
make you fat. The solution?  Just say no. A key way to 
avoid consuming “chemical cuisine” is by staying 
away from bisphenol A (BPA) found in canned foods, 
bottled beverages, meat packed in plastic, and more.

Sleep More, Weigh Less
Getting enough sleep is a key ingredient in managing 
weight. If you sleep less than five hours a night, the 
odds of your becoming obese is upped by 73 
percent!  Just an hour more decreases the amount of 
ghrelin, a hormone your body produces that can 
cause weight gain. Better yet, get 7 hours of sleep 
every night to protect yourself from the sleep less-
weigh more cycle. 

Get moving
Burning calories and speeding up your metabolism 
with physical activity helps you stay slim. Exercise 
also nourishes your body, mind, and soul with a flood 
of feel-good feelings produced by naturally occurring 
hormones. To optimize weight loss, exercise in the 
morning when your body is more likely to burn fat for 
energy. Keep workouts to 45 minutes or less to lower 
the odds of producing cortisol, a stress hormone that 
can activate body fat. 

You can change the way you think about dieting, 
losing weight, and keeping it off. It works because you 
focus on the underlying reasons you overeat and gain 
weight, as well as the solutions you need to turn 
overeating into optimal eating. 

The end result: attain and maintain optimal weight…
for life. 

Deborah Kesten, MPH, is an international nutrition researcher and educator, with a specialty in preventing and reversing  
obesity and heart disease. With more than three hundred published nutrition and health articles, she is also the award-
winning author of Feeding the Body, Nourishing the Soul. 

Larry Scherwitz, PhD, is an international research scientist who has specialized in mind-body research and lifestyle medicine  
and their link to preventing and reversing heart disease and obesity. He has also been director of research and co-principal  
investigator with Dean Ornish, MD, on his heart disease reversal research. 

 

http://willowtree.ca/marciasbooks.html


♦ Wealth

Taking Financial ResponsibilityTaking Financial Responsibility: : 
What’s Your Game Plan?What’s Your Game Plan?

The old adage, “People don’t plan to fail, they fail to plan,” can be especially true when it comes to 
finances. And, given the current economy, the best time to start taking control of your finances is today. 
Being financially responsible doesn’t just happen. It’s a conscious decision you make to live within your 
means. 

Slowly, American consumers are catching on. A nationwide survey on 
the financial state of U.S. households, conducted by 
PricewaterhouseCoopers, found only 13 percent of households are 
currently saving 7 percent or more of their disposable income, 
although fully 36 percent of households expect to save at this level in 
5 to 10 years.1 While that trend may be encouraging, there remains 
ample room for improvement.

It’s Never Too Late to Plan
No matter what stage of life you’re in, you should have a strategy that 
helps meet your current financial needs, while creating a path to help 
you reach long-term financial goals. Whether you’re just starting out or 
are nearing retirement, a strategy is necessary, and the good news is 
no matter what your age, it’s never too late to start. 

A proactive approach now can help avoid disappointments later on. 
Consider the following scenarios:

·         Start a savings plan. By just saving a 
small amount today, you can make a huge 
difference later on. What financial goals can 
you set today to help make your dreams a 
reality? 

·         Are your loved ones adequately 
protected? Would your family or partner be 
able to maintain their standard of living in the 
event something happened to you? Buy a life 
insurance policy — or increase your 
coverage — and make sure your loved ones 
are protected. 

·         What about college expenses? If 
you’re a parent or guardian, it’s never too 
early to start saving for your children’s 
college expenses. Start a college education 
fund, so they won’t be burdened with student 
loans and can attend the college of their 
choice. 

·         If you’re nearing retirement … 
consider what amount of your current income 
you can allocate into retirement savings 

vehicles, such as 401(k) plans, IRAs and 
other investments. With retirement 
possiblylasting 20 or 30 years, the more 
resources you have, the more likely you’ll be 
able to enjoy it. 

 
No matter where you are in life, a proper 
financial strategy will help you achieve your 
financial goals, maintain your current lifestyle 
and ease worries about the future. Take 
action today to help realize tomorrow’s goals 
and dreams. 

 
1Viewpoint on U.S. Savings Rate, PwC 

Financial Services Research Institute, 
5/13/2010.

This educational third-party article is being  
provided as a courtesy by Suzannah L.  
Richards, CLU® - New York Life Insurance  
Company.  For additional information on the 
information or topic(s) discussed, please  
contact Suzannah L. Richards, CLU® at  
srichards@ft.newyorklife.com or (954) 958-
4217.
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Building Credit with Responsible $pending
By Samantha Peters

As a woman, it can sometimes be difficult to build credit over the long-term. While building credit may take some 
time, you can successfully build a credit profile by 
taking the right approach. Here are a a few tips to 
keep in mind when you want to build credit 
responsibly:

Get a Credit Card 

Many people know of the dangers of credit cards and 
because of this, try to avoid them like the plague. If 
you want to build credit, getting a credit card is one of 
the best ways to do it. You can find credit card offers 
that can help you secure a card which will give you 
purchasing power. If possible, look for a low interest 
rate credit card so that you will be charged less when 
you accumulate a balance. 

Use Your Card Sparingly 

Once you get a credit card, try to use it as sparingly 
as possible - such as for the occasional gas tank fill 
up or dinner night out. After you get a credit card, it is 
not time to go on a spending spree. If you want to use 
your card to build a good credit score, you should 
only make purchases that you can afford to pay off when you get the bill. If you regularly leave balances on your credit 
card account, it can hurt your credit. 

Get Installment Loans 

In addition to getting credit cards, you should try to take 
out some installment loans. An installment loan is a loan 
in which you borrow a certain amount of money and then 
begin making payments to pay it back. An example of an 
installment loan is an auto loan or a mortgage. When you 
have a good mix of different types of credit, this reflects 
positively on you in the eyes of the credit bureaus. 

Always Make Payments on Time 

One of the most important things you can do when you 
need to build a good credit score is to always make your 
payments on time. Many people make their payments 
late or completely skip payments. When it comes to 
making payments, you should always make them before 
the due date or on the due date. This single factor makes 
a dramatic difference in your credit score overall. 

If you don't make the payments on time, it can hurt your 
credit score significantly. Try to set up automatic 
payments with your creditors or with the help of your 
bank, so that you can avoid late payments.

If you wish to ever be financially independent, then you 
need to properly manage your credit.  

Women often don't take their credit into consideration 
because they have been socially trained to allow their 
spouse to handle theiraffairs for them.  

However, it is just as important for a women to manage 
her credit, and following a few of the aforementioned tips 
can help them easily maintain and build their credit.

Samantha Peters, who enjoys blogging about topics  
relating to building credit responsibly and financial  
planning for the future.  Sam regularly contributes to Paid 
Twice personal finance blog.  Sam lives in sunny San 
Diego, California where she lives with her dog Leona.

http://www.paidtwice.com/
http://www.paidtwice.com/
http://bucks.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/03/12/gas-rewards-cards-that-lessen-the-sting-of-high-prices/
http://www.nerdwallet.com/low-apr-credit-cards
http://www.nerdwallet.com/low-apr-credit-cards
http://www.nerdwallet.com/low-apr-credit-cards
http://www.nerdwallet.com/credit-cards
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FFinance & inance & SSocial ocial MMediaedia
Credit card companies are exploring a new frontier:  social media.  But what’s behind this intersection of personal 
finance and new-age networking, and how will it affect consumers?  CardHub.com is prepared to fill in the blanks and 
has a great infographic to help.

You see, it all started when the CARD Act prohibited issuers from propositioning college students on campus, thereby 
significantly limiting access to this important demographic.  By that time, the exponential growth experienced by social 
media over the preceding years enabled it to have a nearly 90% reach in that same demographic.  The result is an 
environment in which credit card companies are increasingly focused on trying to connect with young consumers 
through social means.

There are numerous examples of how the relationship between personal finance and social media has already 
manifested itself as well as how consumers can expect to benefit from it in the future, both of which will be discussed 
below, accompanied by input from Card Hub CEO Odysseas Papadimitriou.

Examples of Credit Cards Going Social
 Facebook apps and promotions:  On one end 

of the spectrum, Chase is using social media to 
host giveaways and increase brand awareness, 
while American Express and Citi have taken a 
more integrated approach.  Amex allows 
customers to link their credit cards to their 
Facebook accounts, sign up for deals, and 
automatically save when making corresponding 
purchases.  Citi launched a Facebook app that 
allows customers to pool their rewards in order to 
garner extravagant perks, such as a public 
screening of the Olympics. 
  

 Virtual rewards for real purchases:  American 
Express and the popular online gaming company 
Zynga have joined forces to offer a prepaid card 
that gives users the ability to earn virtual cash 
redeemable in the Farmville game.  In addition, 
Discover gives new customers who sign up for 
cards through Farmville a virtual currency 
rewards bonus that can be used in the game.
  

 Co-branded cards:  Banks have long used the 
popularity of certain brands and other consumer 
interests to increase awareness for and use of 
their products.  With so many people passing 
time with online games and saving money 
through daily deal sites, it should be no surprise 
that we’ve seen the emergence of a LivingSocial 
Credit Card in addition to the aforementioned 
Farmville Prepaid Card. 

Odysseas Papadimitriou (OP):  “Young people 
represent a very important demographic for banks, as 
they are potential lifelong customers, a large percentage 
of whom are on track to earn college degrees.  It’s 
therefore no surprise that we’re seeing banks use the 

online games and websites that young people use almost 
religiously in order to connect with them.  It gives banks 
an ‘in,’ so to speak, and we should only expect to see 
their social media efforts intensify moving forward.”

Future Impact

 Only the tip of the iceberg:  Believe it or not, 
but credit card companies are merely testing the 
social media waters right now.  As they learn 
more and consumers become less and less 
responsive to direct mail offers, banks will shift 
the billions of dollars they now spend on such 
offers to new media campaigns.
  

 Mobile technologies:  We’re on the precipice of 
a large shift toward mobile banking, where 
people’s phones will double as their wallets, daily 
deals can be nabbed from thin air, and new 
opportunities to save as well as improve financial 
performance on the go will emerge. 

(OP):  “While it’s impossible to identify exactly how the 
relationship between social media and personal finance 
will manifest itself in the coming years, the staggering 
popularity of social media makes it clear that the 
connection will deepen.  This is especially true since 
we’ve seen the effectiveness of direct mail marketing 
decline by nearly 90% since 1998.  Much depends on 
how fast the technology used to protect financial data on 
phones and on non-banking websites progresses, but 
efforts to perfect it are indeed underway.  It will truly be 
exciting to see how the credit card market and the rest of 
the personal finance industry adapt to this new marketing 
landscape.”

For more information on the state of the credit card  
landscape, visit: http://www.cardhub.com/edu/q2-2012-
credit-card-landscape-report/

http://www.cardhub.com/edu/q2-2012-credit-card-landscape-report/
http://www.cardhub.com/edu/q2-2012-credit-card-landscape-report/
http://www.cardhub.com/edu/credit-cards-go-social/


▲  Business

Recharge Your Leadership Mojo 
Eight Ways to Reignite Your Passion So You Can Reignite Your Company

You know your people are struggling and—not coincidentally—so is your company.  And if you’re trying to 
harass them into productivity, you’re fighting a losing battle.  If they’re to compete in the global economy, 

you’ll have to light a fire under them—but first, says Mohan Nair, you must light one under yourself.

It’s been a grueling five years. On the global stage we’ve 
seen bailouts, rampant unemployment, sluggish 
consumer confidence, declining home values, and rising 
prices. For those still lucky enough to be employed, all 
this doom and gloom has manifested as insecurity, fear, 
stress, and overwork. We may be technically in recovery, 
but at this point, employees are over it. They’ve been 
“harassed into productivity” for so long they’re either 
actively seeking new jobs or running on autopilot and 
dully hoping things will change. 

          And let’s be honest: As a leader you’re as burned 
out as they are. You know in your heart that the only way 
you’ll ever make it in the global economy is to get people 
engaged, motivated, and passionate about their work. But 
trying to do so with your worn-down spirit and kit of blunt 
leadership tools is a bit like fueling a rocket ship with 
tepid bath water, says Mohan Nair.

          “The old ways of leadership, the old rules, might as 
well be hieroglyphics on a cave wall,” says Nair, author of 
Strategic Business Transformation: The 7 Deadly Sins to 
Overcome (Wiley, 2011, ISBN: 978-0-470-63222-2, 
$49.95). “Since our brave new world is dominated by 
‘unknown unknowns’—and powered by serving rather 
than winning—organizations have to change the way they 
lead their people.

          “The future belongs to those companies that have 
the mojo not just to withstand change but to actually 
create change in their favor—and hopefully in a direction 
that’s good for others,” he adds. “That requires a 
business model in which there simply are no sharply 
defined leaders and followers.” 

          Without a doubt, says Nair, the old “daycare” 
employment model is obsolete. It’s no longer acceptable 
for people to enter the office looking to be told what to do 
next. (For one thing, employees are as likely to be a 
continent away as parked in the next cubicle over.) And 
yet, many organizations simply paint a “new economy” 
façade on a rigid old top-down hierarchy paradigm and 
expect people to thrive. Guess what? They won’t.

          So let’s say you are a leader who recognizes the 
need to transform your organization. How do you break 
the self-destructive cycle and change the unhealthy 
employer/employee dynamic that is crippling everyone? 

Quite simply, you start by transforming yourself. Nair 
offers the following tips:

Admit you have a mojo dysfunction. Your company 
has been operating in survival mode for a while now, and 
that’s not good for anyone. But before you can reignite 
others, you must reignite yourself. That means much like 
the alcoholic who must admit she has a problem, you 
must (metaphorically) say, Hello, my name is ______ and 
I am an old-paradigm command-and-control leader.  
Worse, I have been running on empty for a while now. It’s  
time for me to rediscover my basic leadership beliefs and 
leverage them into a new beginning.

“Sure, it can be hard and scary and exhausting to realize 
everything you’ve built your leadership legacy on is 
wrong,” notes Nair. “It’s a lot easier, in the short term 
anyway, to go on pretending nothing has changed. But 
once you find the courage to face the truth, you take the 
first step toward a new paradigm that’s so much better for 
all concerned.”

Realize that you, personally, have to change. 
Business transformation begins with personal 
transformation. Recycling your usual skills only recycles 
your past. Only by recharging your leadership mojo—
getting back to your basic beliefs and rediscovering your 
passion in light of a new reality—can you transform 
yourself and your company.

“Seeing the world as existing to serve you is obsolete,” 
says Nair. “It’s not about you anymore; it’s about others 
you serve. Gandhi, Martin Luther King, Mother Teresa, 
and other social reformers have it right: They did not start 
out to be social reformers; they just wanted to make 
things right. They started with themselves, then their 
neighborhood, and then the world.

“So, mojo starts with you,” he adds. “You can change any 
circumstance if you change your view of the situation.”

Find your competency. Acknowledge to yourself and to 
others what you’re good at and not so good at. (Don’t be 
bashful: Vulnerability helps people connect to you and 
makes you a better leader.) But this is only a starting 
point. To be a great leader, you need to know what you’re 
great at. This is the skill set around which you will 
package yourself inside your organization.

http://www.mmsend2.com/link.cfm?r=433600430&sid=19464065&m=2078953&u=RocksPR&j=10603199&s=http://www.wiley.com/
http://www.mmsend2.com/link.cfm?r=433600430&sid=19464064&m=2078953&u=RocksPR&j=10603199&s=http://www.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/productCd-0470632224.html


Reignite Your Passion So You Can Reignite 
Your Company

“Think competence, not capacity,” advises Nair. “Being 
capable of performing is not enough. That will seldom 
give you the advantage you need to spark real change. 
Finding your competency is more about the recipe than 
the ingredients. Think of yourself as an artist, not a 
painter; an author, not a writer; a composer, not a 
musician.”

Now, translate that competency into value. Ask 
yourself: How can I put my competency to work inside my 
organization? How can I use it to provide value differently  
to a transformed world? Great leaders can put value into 
any object, notes Nair. We see hints of this when we hold 
onto a simple object because it reminds us of someone or 
some event. A rose? A pen? A lucky outfit you wear on 
special days?

“Mother Teresa’s value is compassion for children,” notes 
Nair. “That was her brand. What do others feel when they 
hear your name? What is your mojo? Once you figure out 
how to provide value to your organization, your 
organization will be able to share that value with its 
customers.

“It may be that your value requires you to move into a 
new part of the organization,” he adds. “That’s okay. 
Many people find that they are in the right organization 
but in the wrong department to maximize their best 
selves. Be open-minded about where you belong and can 
do the most good.”

Create a solid platform for work. The skeleton of your 
platform was constructed a long time ago. It is made up 
of your skills, your experience, the knowledge that 
defines you. But are there missing planks? Knowing what 
you want to do, where are the holes that will hinder your 
ability to execute? To innovate? Figure out how to fill in 
the holes with new skills, new experiences, new 
knowledge. Do this now. Make it a priority.

“A résumé is not a record of your jobs but a recipe of the 
platform you call your skills,” explains Nair. “A new job, or 
a new role inside a current company, is not merely a 
place to land. It is the next step of your evolution as a 
leader. Think about it this way as you make your 
decisions.”

Awaken your cause. Find the one thing inside your 
company that you feel passionate about. (If you can’t find 
a cause, you may as well forget being a leader!) Maybe 
it’s customer service. Maybe it’s mentoring. Maybe it’s 
product innovation. Whatever your cause may be, make it 
your mantra. Let it drive everything you do. 

Mojo begins and ends with your realized purpose.

“Cause is so much more powerful than mission,” says 
Nair. “Causes are realized while missions are given. 
Causes transform while missions inform. Causes start 
with an individual. Leadership mojo is unstoppable if 
powered by a cause.”

Commit to servant leadership. Gandhi was not capable 
of being a good lawyer, Nair points out. In fact, he was 
laughed out of his first case. Eventually, he realized he 
was at his best when he was serving others. It was his 
power source. It can be yours, too. Being successful in 
business today means bringing back your leadership 
mojo in a different way—not based on ego but in service 
to a higher order.

“How can you take all we’ve discussed so far—
competency, value, platform for work, cause—and use 
them to serve others?” asks Nair. “That truly is the million-
dollar question. How can you take all of these facets and 
apply them to transforming a situation for your customers 
or your employees?”

Find and leverage momentum. This is where mojo finds 
its true fulfillment (not to mention financial reward). What 
is momentum? Nair describes it as the force of an idea 
and the acceleration you give to take hold of a market. 
The Pet Rock from the ’70s represents speed, which is 
just force applied to an idea. On the other hand, the 
iPhone represents momentum: It’s something people 
needed and wanted without realizing they needed and 
wanted it. So do Starbucks and Disney: The former filled 
the need for coffee communities; the latter filled the need 
for a business model based on happiness.

“Momentum is a unique way to view the market,” explains 
Nair. “Companies that don’t understand it will miss the 
drivers that indicate where momentum is going. Those 
that do will get there first with products designed to be hot 
sellers.

“If you think about it, leveraging momentum is the 
pinnacle of servant leadership,” he adds. “You’re so tuned 
into your customers that you know them better than they 
know themselves.”

 “We live in exciting times,” says Nair. “What a wonderful 
privilege to live and work in an age where the 
marketplace rewards the best of humanity—our desire to 
create, to innovate, to take risks and fly without a net, to 
serve the needs of others! We leaders have the 
opportunity to make a living by realizing our higher selves 
and bringing out the higher selves of those around us. 
We must not squander that gift.”

Mohan Nair, author of Strategic Business Transformation: The 7 Deadly Sins to Overcome, is chief innovation officer of a  
health plan in the northwest/mountain region. Born and raised in Singapore, Nair observed and participated in a nation in  

transformation from a city-state to a strategic business center and community.   As adjunct professor of business 
with the Kellogg School of Management, Nair teaches executive courses in supply-chain management 

and cost and performance management.  

http://www.mmsend2.com/link.cfm?r=433600430&sid=19464066&m=2078953&u=RocksPR&j=10603199&s=http://www.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/productCd-0470632224.html


SIX Good Reasons To Join A BNI Group
By Suzen Pettit

Not sure what I was thinking when I agreed to join a BNI (Business Networking International) group in my 
neighborhood, other than the idea of a networking group based solely on the idea of giving and receiving referrals, with 
none of the froo- froo attached to it, none of the dancing around….seemed so appealing. If you read my last post about 
my networking group challenges you’ll get what I’m talking about. So when my “Computer Troubleshooter” Rick Van 
Akin suggested that if I wanted to grow my business I should come to his BNI meeting just to “check it out” I thought, 
why not?

Little did I know at the time, or perhaps I just wasn’t 
listening, that the meetings began at 7 AM. AM? I thought 
he’d said PM. AM??? AM it was, and when I emailed the 
president to see just how formally attired I needed to be at 
7 AM I was bummed out to hear that yoga pants were 
really not an option, unless of course I was a yoga 
instructor. I briefly considered switching careers. So I’d be 
lying if I said that I was ecstatic about attending my first 
meeting. Grumbling under my breath, I made it to the first 
meeting with seconds to spare, leaving my daughter to 
figure out how to get herself dressed, fed and to the 
school  bus on her own. Third graders can do that in this 
country, can’t they? Kidding, she’s 11.  Kidding again- 
she’s a teenager. Much more dangerous than a third 
grader.     
That being said, and much to my surprise, I was blown away 
by the meeting. Seriously. I filled out an application and 
interviewed for the group, after my second visit.  You’re only 
allowed 2 visits before having to decide, and even then 
there’s an application process.

Here’s my top 6 reasons why I joined the Super 7 BNI and 
you should join one too:

1. They mean business. And I mean business. They 
aren’t kidding about giving and receiving referrals. At 
the end of each meeting members are expected to 
go around the tables and with everyone witnessing, 
either offer a testimonial, a referral or a thank you to 
at least 1 person in the group. No slouchers allowed. 
Our eyes are all upon you. 

2. You are held accountable- In a good 
way! Members are expected to make it to most of 
the weekly meetings- only 3 absences are allowed 
within a 6 month period without obtaining a 
substitute. It’s a structured group (although we do 
manage to have fun…). Commitment is expected of 
the group, and it pays off. If you are perceived as 
being serious about giving and receiving business 
referrals, and about satisfying customers that have 
been referred to you, business leads follow. 
Performing quality work is an expectation. After all, 
you need to look at these people in the eye at 7 AM 
each and every week. Therefore the weeding is 
taken care of, and a good group will end up with 
quality professionals who they can feel confident 

referring to their network. And parents. 
3. The motto, originated by BNI founder Ivan Misner 

is that “Givers Gain”. Who doesn’t love that? 
Instead of the typical networking and “salesy” 
philosophy of  “what can you do for me today”, in BNI 
we switch things up to a much more Buddhist way of 
thinking, in that if you are always thinking of ways, 
and of people to “give” business to,  eventually it will 
come around. And 9 out of 10 times it does. Truly. 
Try doing it in your own life outside of a BNI and you 
will prove this to yourself. Give selflessly. It’s Karma, 
baby. 

4. We get to hone our presentation skills: At every 
meeting folks get an opportunity to give a 60 second 
elevator speech (hate that term) about what a good 
lead would be for them that day, and at each meeting 
the members rotate an opportunity to give a 
“marketing minute” and a 10 minute presentation 
where they really get to present their “thang”. Why 
should someone hire this person? You’ll find out at 
the 10 minute presentation, and you’ll have a chance 
to really hone your delivery. Great presentation skill 
building. Who needs Toastmasters? 

5. Only one professional of each profession 
allowed per group. If you’re admitted into the group, 
you are the sole financial advisor, life insurance 
agent, realtor, etc., which obviously encourages 
referrals.  It’s easy to form strategic alliances and 
spheres of influences this way. Again, accountability 
is key however. We’re all counting on quality work 
being performed as it reflects back on us. 

6. We’re out by 8:30 AM with the day in front of 
us. The funny thing is, most of us have a lot to talk 
about after the meeting and don’t want to go. If 
you’re lucky you’ll get into a great group like ours, 
who really enjoy one another’s company and use the 
power of BNI to grow our businesses both on site 
and off. 

I’m really happy this great group of professionals allowed me 
to grace them with my presence. I’ve never looked back, 
 gladly pay the dues, and in the one short year that I’ve been 
a member it has helped grow my business exponentially. 
Who couldn't use that?

Feel free to ask Suzen Pettit - www.omaginarium.com a 
marketing question at danburypatch.com/ask-suzen

http://danbury.patch.com/articles/ask-suzen-what-s-the-value-of-a-blog-comment
http://www.omaginarium.com/
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Small Business Lessons of the RecessionSmall Business Lessons of the Recession
Owning a small business is tough and for many business owners the recent recession was the ultimate test. 
Recently, Chase Card Services, the National Federation of Independent Business and the Center for Women’s 

Business Research teamed up to present Small Business: Lessons of the Recession, research that looks 
specifically at how women-owned businesses met the challenges of the recession and adapted.

Key lessons for today’s small business ownerKey lessons for today’s small business owner
Never lose focus on controlling costs.  During the Great 
Recession, 45 percent of women-owned businesses (WOBs) 
focused on controlling costs as an antidote to the economic 
times, while 31 percent concentrated on increased sales.  
Looking back, nearly 60 percent feel their focus area was the 
right choice. 

The right kind of help can pay off.  Business owners by their 
very nature meet challenges head on, but sometimes it is 
worth investing in outside expertise. Nearly one quarter (23 
percent) of WOBs sought outside help to control costs and/or 
increase sales during the recession – and the survey revealed 
that these women had slightly better sales records than those 
who did not. However, it is important to make the right kind of 
investment – do your research and set expectations, 
otherwise it will end up costing you more money in the long 
run. 

Constantly examine your customer base. Although more than 
half of WOBs (55 percent) focused on generating new 
business among their existing customer base, one in four say 
they are marketing to a customer base today that is different 
from their pre-recession targets. Always think critically about 
your customer base, but base your decisions on the numbers.  
Targeting new types of customers requires a thorough 

analysis of profit and growth potential. 

Become involved in community activities. Nearly two out of 
five (39 percent) WOBs increased their involvement during the 
recession in civic, social or school activities to increase 
exposure for their business while creating value for their 
community.  Time is money for a business owner, but 
becoming involved with your local community is a particularly 
cost-effective way to strengthen sales efforts. 

Social media is not just about procrastinating. Social media 
became a valuable business tool during the recession. Half of 
WOBs owners now use social media compared to 4 percent 
before the recession.  Of those surveyed, 56 percent said 
social media is “very important” or “important” to their 
business. Social media sites like Facebook, LinkedIn and 
Twitter are free platforms that can easily connect business 
owners to customers.  Don’t overlook this cost-effective way to 
promote your business. 

While your time is valuable, don’t lose sight of time for you. 
Both women and men business owners are working harder 
than they were during the height of the Great Recession (41 
percent and 48 percent, respectively). Business owners are 
the engine of the economy, but there are only so many hours 
in a day – so don’t get worn down—the key is to work smarter, 
not harder. 

http://ChaseCardServices.pr-optout.com/Url.aspx?520305x102498x55713
http://www.streetsmartsmarketing.com/100kreport.htm
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Remembering Kathy Dedek – “Remembering Kathy Dedek – “Tiny but MightyTiny but Mighty””

Kathy Dedek's name will always be synonymous with happiness, 
love and friendship. She was one of those women who embraced 
life with eagerness, anticipation and passion. She inspired others 
with her quick wit, her incredible drive and her determination to 
help business owners create extraordinary companies. 

On June 23, 2012 Kathy lost her life due to a brain aneurysm that 
some experts say could have been prevented. She leaves a 
loving daughter, adoring husband and family as well as hundreds 
of friends. At her memorial service, her husband told us how she 
had become known to her family as “tiny but mighty.” These 
words were definitely befitting the beautiful “sister” Kathy was to 
so many. She had a talent for seeing things about others they did 
not see about themselves and she knew how to nurture 
relationships, which was likely the reason she was so good at 
sales. 

In her words:  "I have been gifted with a love for sales. The gift came from my father, who  
unfortunately died at age 51. This year I turned 52 and it all came flooding back to me. Now I have  
a chance to double down on the second part of my life and play all out. And best of all, you get to  

be a part of it." Kathy Dedek

If you would like to read Kathy's biosketch, visit the Women in Ecommerce 
Website. Following are some thoughts from people who knew her. Kathy was co-
author in the book “Allow Your Vision to Soar,” and WE Magazine's inspiration to 
invite the other 10 authors including the founder and visionary behind the book, 
Kimberly West to share their stories.  

To Kathy from all of us: To Kathy from all of us:  
“As long as I can I will look at this world for both of us. As long as  

I can I will laugh with the birds, I will sing with the flowers, I will  
pray to the stars, for both of us.” ~Sascha, 
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Kathy's Legacy Lives on...Kathy's Legacy Lives on...
 
Here are just a few of the thoughts people shared with me via email about Kathy:

“One never knows who might be coming into your world, how it will  
look, and how it will impact you.  It was that way with Kathy Dedek.  

She was a beaming light with such bright energy, and was  
completely dedicated to her passion and work.  

Her love, light, and laughter will continue to inspire me to continue  
the work that I’ve devoted my life to.  I know that she is working 

with all of us authors now from the heavens. Thank you Kathy for  
all that you have given us.” Laurina Anderson

"I will cherish the memories of Kathy smiling as she 
always did."  

Rosana Santos Calambichis

“While I didn't know Kathy Dedek well, I had the feeling she was someone who lived life to the hilt,  
so I hope her family can take solace in knowing she lived fully and well; and will be sorely missed  

by many.” Donna Kim-Brand

“Kathy and I (and her husband Bill also!!) were at Amonda Rose Igoe's boot 
camp a couple years ago....  she really was a ray of sunshine. I was shocked 

and saddened to hear  news of her passing and will always remember her 
fondly,” Dr. Karen Gray

“I only met Kathy the one time she and her husband so generously shared of themselves at
the Pain-Free Sales seminar they did for the Women in Ecommerce members.  Her creativity,  

warmth, knowledge and responsiveness still stay with me.  Deepest sympathy to her 
family and friends.  To the sustenance of  "Pain-free" memories of the Joy and Happiness 

she represented.” Sheila Finkelstein

“Remembering Kathy......energetic, creative and always a smile 
on her beautiful face.”

Danna McDonald

Rest in Peace, Kathy Dedek.
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Meet Kimberly West,  Inspirational/Motivational Speaker/Author/Life 
& Business Motivator and founder of  Allow Your Spirit to Soar, Inc. 

“Before I tell your readers about who I am, I want to thank  
you for paying tribute to Kathy Dedek. She was a light in  
everyone’s life, including my own. Also thank you Bill  
Dedek, for allowing us to continue to share her story.  He 
nailed it on the head at her memorial service. “Tiny but  
Mighty fits her perfectly.  I am honored her legacy & 
teachings will live on in our book.”

I am the Founder & CEO of the inspirational/motivational company, 
Allow Your Spirit to Soar, Inc., which was birthed as a South Florida 
Corporation in 2009 from my own journey of overcoming many 
profound obstacles that some may not experience in 1000 lifetimes.  I 
am an inspirational/motivational speaker, workshop leader and 
author. I do offer one on one mentoring packages in both life & 
business. I have over 3 decades of marketing & business experience; 
however, my passion is to help others break free from the chains 
holding them from living their Life IN Light, Love & a Whole Lot of 

Laughter…no matter what! 

Many of my clients & colleagues have nicknamed 
me “Momma Butterfly” because I love helping 
others overcome their blocks. I am very open about 
my PAST story which gives others the space to be 
real too. There is nothing that someone can share 
with me that I have probably not experienced 
myself. 

When I had the vision for the first book titled “Allow 
Your Spirit to Soar”, I knew I had to share my story 
of how I came out of so much darkness and into the 
light. I invited 11 other authors to share their stories 
to be an inspiration of hope, peace, love and joy! 
That book is available on our website. You can also 
purchase it on Amazon, Barnes & Noble and Books 
a Million in paperback, Kindle & Nook. 

This book, “Allow Your Vision to Soar” This 
Message Just IN-Trusting “the Voice” INside of  
YOU! , is an amazing book too. It is a compilation 
of stories of how we let go of the “Corporate 

America” way of doing business by listening to “the 
Voice” INside of Us to create a purpose driven 
business that we are all very passionate about and 
make a difference in the world. 

Each one of my authors made an initial investment 
giving them a starting platform to either write their 
own book or launch their own speaking career or 
both. Each of their stories are very powerful and life 
changing. I only pray they read their own chapters 
every day to remind them of their own greatness 
and the many obstacles they overcame to create 
their business. 

In return, we gave them a ton of exposure & 
marketing including a book launch at our 
conference in March, social media exposure, tele-
conference recordings, radio show appearances, 
press releases, bookmarks, high quality fliers but 
more importantly 100 books to sell on their own to 
make their initial investment back.



 Kimberly West (2)

I now have 2 investors, successful life & business 
mentors/advisors and am blessed with the most 
amazing life & business partner, Allison Turner. 
They are all encouraging me to ramp up my own 
speaking career and write my own book all by my 
big self. I have finally agreed. This is our last 
compilation book but will continue to share my 
authors’ messages everywhere I speak.  I see Ellen 
DeGeneres in my very near future! Since 
understanding the metaphysical way of living, I am 
positive that vision will come true as well. 

I am passionate about being of service to the 
children. For a full year I spoke to the children in 
the Juvenile Detention Centers from Miami to West 
Palm Beach. I also love speaking to released felons 
who are serious about reentering society. I love and 
incorporating the metaphysical way of living. We 
are amongst a huge global shift in consciousness 
and I am honored that I woke up in time to get it 
this lifetime. I still have much to learn and 
understand, but I LOVE the journey! 

The biggest risk I took was letting go of what is 
seen as “normal” to the world -- ALLOWING my 
own Spirit to Soar by not following the “normal” 
path. As soon as I allowed myself to be me, it was 
like the sky opened up and the seas parted 
because I no longer had to hide behind anyone or 
try to be someone I am not. Yes, I have been 
judged, misunderstood and even bullied by some in 
the community but I don’t care. I know I have a 
message that is very strong and continues to 
inspire others to take back their power and soar on 
their terms. After all, it is our own life’s journey, isn’t 
it? YES, It is!!! 

My biggest obstacle I had to overcome was me. I 
kept getting in the way of my own greatness! Come 
hear me speak sometime or buy the ALLOW-Shift!
™ System and you will know what I mean. We are 
always our own biggest obstacle. 

I get my inspiration from my life partner, Allison 
Turner, being with nature and everyone I meet. 
Each of us has a “past story” that we have 
overcome. However, when you learn and ACCEPT 
that we are all one and don’t ALLOW ego to get in 
the way of coming from one big heart, that’s when 
the miracles happen in our lives. Once I learned to 
pray and meditate on a very deep level and started 
studying many spiritual teachers like the Dali Lama, 
Wayne Dwyer, Lao Tzu, just to name a few, I finally 
felt like I was home. 

I keep myself sharp by getting out in front of the 
public and spreading the Allow Your Spirit to Soar 
message in addition to marrying the most genuine, 
caring, loving, spiritual, beautiful, did I mention 
loving woman in the whole entire world! She came 
on as Vice President of the company in January 
2012. I know without a doubt that together, we will 
be able to take our messages and the messages 
from both books and authors out into the world to 
make a bigger impact to help others find their own 
Pathway to Mind and Spirit!  When “Two Souls 
Unite,” nothing is impossible. She truly “Fills In My 
Gaps!” 

For more information about Kimberly visit her 
websites: www.AllowYourSpiritToSoar.com and 
www.AllowYourSpiritAndVisionToSoar.com 

You can download FREE Positive & Wealth Affirmations along with the Allow Your Spirit to Soar Poster at  
www.AllowYourSpiritAndVisionToSoar.com. For one-on-one mentoring information, call (561) 529-2369. 
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Meet Leslie Bruce and Karen Rapport co-owners of 
Feel the Hugs®

We are 2 sisters who have reinvented ourselves 
after very successful careers. Our life and career 
paths took us each in separate directions only to reunite us 
three years ago to start Feel the Hugs®.  Feel the Hugs® is 
a company that sells super cute products with our unique 
logo that can be given to people for any occasion.  We have 
discovered the immense power of a hug, and how its 
"feeling" can impart strength, caring, love and comfort. At 
this point in our lives we wanted a company that gives back, 
so we donate a portion of all sales to Cancer Research. 

For anyone who has been touched by cancer or another 
illness they know the time spent at hospitals can be all 
consuming.  We knew the power of three magical words---
Feel the Hugs®. We wanted patients in hospitals to feel the 
love surrounding them from family and friends when they could not be together.  

Immediately it became so much more. People purchase 
our products for special occasions including birthdays, to 
soldiers far from home, when pets pass away, kids going 
off to camp- actually anytime someone needs love and 
support. We love what we do! Our biggest rewards have 
been the heartfelt responses we receive from customers 
and hug recipients.  The hugs really do go full circle. We 
know the positive energy and connection of a hug helps 
make the world a better place, and that hugs are healing! 
The fact that we get to work together is an added bonus!

The Title of our chapter is "Two Sisters,One Vision:  
Feel the Hugs®".  We knew we had a compelling story to 
tell and lots of lessons from our lives and careers to 
share.  Many karmic pieces fell into place, and we knew 
to trust the "voice" within to get our message out.  Our 
chapter tells the story of sisterly support, overcoming 
adversity, life lessons and the power of a hug.  We loved 
writing this story together.  It showed us how much we 
have accomplished, how powerful our message is, and 
how committed we are to spreading the good energy and 
hug movement to others.  Working with other contributing 
authors developed a camaraderie among everyone and a 
community that is very special.  We feel a special 
connection to our fellow authors.

Even though we are sisters, we are complete opposites. 
 Karen loves to explore flea markets and garage sales for  
the thrill of the hunt.  She loves tennis, knitting and being 
with her kids.  Leslie loves creating mosaics, quilts and 
healthy cooking.  All of these she finds meditative.   

After living in California for approximately 30 years and  

loving it, Leslie relocated her family to Florida to focus on  
Feel the Hugs® with Karen.  For Karen, being diagnosed 
with Dystonia at age 50 and dealing with her husband’s  
battle with stage 4 kidney cancer brings health  
challenges front and center.  She chooses to not to let  
the disability define her but instead she let's her disability  
define how she lives her life. Both sisters choose to live  
life with positivity and spreading joy to others.  

We love to read books written by role models in business 
and spirituality.  We love to read and re-read the Secret, 
authors such as Wayne Dyer, Louise Hay, Julia Cameron 
just to name a few.   In addition we draw inspiration 
spending time in nature, going to the beach, often 
meditating or being quiet and enjoying the peace.   

We invest in our education and attend conferences to 
keep us motivated.  Working with coaches this past year 
has added the element of accountability that keeps us on 
target.  We try to eat healthy to keep us fit and 
energized. 

The process of writing our book allowed us to see all that 
we have accomplished in the past three years. We were 
able to share so many of our life and business lessons 
and hope it helps others in their journey and inspires 
others to trust their voice within.  One takeaway from 
writing our story is that of support.  Everyone needs some 
sort of support system.  Its important to have people 
guide you when you become stuck and people to 
brainstorm ideas with.  Our greatest takeaway is...."just  
try something"!!  

You can learn more about the Hug Sisters at www.feelthehugs.com, on  
Facebook: www.facebook.com/feelthehugs or by phone: 561-642-1130

http://www.facebook.com/feelthehugs
http://www.feelthehugs.com/


Meet Crystal Earley,Certified Health Coach

Being a Certified Health 
Coach I am committed to 
helping people suffering 
from obesity choose the 

path of love and self-
respect, and to change their 

lives by experiencing 
healthy living. I want to help 

them accept their past so 
they can triumph from the 

darkness to the light. 

   
                                            (before and after photo of Crystal Earley)

My transformation in my own health and life made me 
realize my passion to help others get healthy bodies and 
healthy lives and love themselves getting healthy one 
step at a time. It is one day and one meal at a time.

When asked to be a part of Kimberly's second book I was 
honored to be involved. My chapter is call "The 
Transformation of Mind, Body and Soul!" I wanted to 
share my story of how I got to be so heavy and things I 
dealt with. What made me finally come to the realization 
of how weight was affecting my health. It was hard to 
share the darkness in my life, but I figured if it could help 
others come to terms with their darkness and move past 
it, then it would be worth it. Healing is so important to be 
able to live a bright peaceful future.

I love gardening, walking in nature, painting, crafts, taking 
pictures and cruising. I have a strong faith in God and 
very devoted to my family. I believe when you allow God 
to come first in your life everything else will fall into place. 
Life is so much brighter with him at the wheel. I have an 
adoring Husband who has gotten healthy with me and 
supports everything I do. Also my family is all close and 
very supportive.

The biggest obstacle I have faced, was forgiving myself 
for not reporting my attacker. It took going through 
Kimberly's Allow Shift system before I was even aware I 
was angry with myself. I felt there was a risk in telling the 
story since many of my close friends and even some 
relatives did not know what happened back then, what if 
they judged me?. Losing over 300 lbs is overcoming a 

major obstacle called Obesity. 
My loving Mother has always been a great role model. My 
Father was my Hero retired Air Force Veteran. My Aunt 
Betty is a big influence when it came to painting, she was 
an amazing artist. Two role models that come to mind are 
Ruby Getttinger and Oprah Winfrey, both very positive 
and inspiring women. Also Louise L. Hay the Author of 
You Can Heal Your Life. Many women in our churches 
women's group have been instrumental in helping grow 
my faith. I have drawn inspiration from hundreds of 
women who are mentors in weight loss coaching, who 
have all had success stories themselves with battling 
weight.

On keeping myself sharp:I enjoy reading many different 
types of books. Anywhere from self-help, stories of faith, 
mysteries and I love positive quotes and devotionals 
daily. Taking a spiritual retreat to Sedona with Kimberly 
on 11-11-11 impacted me greatly. I came home more in 
tuned with myself and more driven to share my story and 
my passion to help save others from the disease that is 
growing in our Nation called Obesity.

Many have asked "Why did I not just get Gastric Bypass, 
would it not have been easier?" My answer is NO!!  I 
believe God created me and I abused his creation and I 
must fix what I have done. Having surgery would not 
change me. That is surgery on my stomach what about 
my head, my emotions, how would I have dealt with that? 
I wanted not to start any new DIET- I wanted to change 
my Lifestyle and help others do the same to get healthy 
and stay that way.

To learn more & connect, visit Facebook http://www.facebook.com/pages/Coach-Cs-Get-Healthy/223492001052146 
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Meet Allison Turner - Vice President, Allow Your Spirit to SoarMeet Allison Turner - Vice President, Allow Your Spirit to Soar

  I am a Transformational Mentor / Coach who works with 
people to see their VISION and walk the Pathway to 
Mind and Spirit.  I struggled much of my life to not only 
find the Vision for my life but to live into that Vision.  Too 
often I stayed in the analytical, thinking place where 
nothing seemed possible.  When I started really 
embracing my mind and spirit together then I realized 
that all was possible when you have the burning desire, 
believe you can do it and have faith that all will work out 
in the end.  Walking on the Pathway to Mind and Spirit is 
what I work with others to do as well.  

Before joining forces with Kimberly West and Allow Your 
Spirit to Soar, Inc., I had started my own company, 
Pathway to Mind and Spirit, Inc.  I believed I wasn’t living 
up to my full potential in life which is why I started the 
company.  I felt called to work with others, who like me, 
had a passion to live a different way but kept feeling they 
couldn’t because of those subconscious messages and a 
lack of support in their lives.  

About Allow Your Vision to Soar:  I have always felt 
called to write a book.  When I first experienced that 
calling in my early 20s, I had no idea what I was 
supposed to write about so I quickly put that idea away. 
In my late 30s it came back even stronger.  This time, I 
decided to listen and I started writing.  So when Kimberly 
honored me with the request to be a part of this 
compilation, I immediately jumped at the chance.  It was 
an opportunity to share a piece of me that would help 
others in turn grow.  I am about 2/3 of the way through 
writing my own book as well.  

I am passionate about being outside in nature, taking 
nature photos and spending quality time with friends and 
family.  Life on Earth is short and fleeting and I live by the 
motto that I need to live each day to the fullest.  Being in 
nature always gives me a sense of peace and serenity – 
it gives me a burst of energy where nothing else can. 
Shooting nature photography allows me to capture the 
perfection of nature just as it is.  Everything in nature 
takes on a quality of perfection as it is.  It really teaches 
us that it is necessary to accept ourselves just as we are 
no matter what.  When we love ourselves then any 
changes or adjustments we make will only enhance our 
lives and the lives of those around us because we come 
from that place of love first.  

 It seems like I continue to take “big risks” but each time I 
encounter a new one, it is the next step in a giant leap.  I 
would have to say in looking back that the “biggest risk” I 
have taken was to walk away from a full time job in May 
2011 to start my own company.  I have never regretted it 
and never looked back.  From that point, I have continued 
to take bigger and bigger steps knowing that life is truly 
about getting to that next level of giving back to the world. 

I draw my inspiration from everyday people like myself 
because I believe that we learn some of our most 
valuable lessons from those close to us.  My Aunt, 
Jeanne LaDuke, has always been there for me in life. 
While she was never one who pushed her ideas or 
mindset on me, she always led by quiet example.  The 
greatest gift I learned from her is to live your life for you. 
Kim Wheeler, a mentor and friend, came into my life 
when I was having a very difficult time.  She challenged 
me to see the good in every situation and embrace the 
possibilities even when things seemed impossible. 
Kimberly West continues to inspire me because she sees 
the greatness in everyone around her and reminds me of 
my greatness every day!  
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Allison Turner (2)Allison Turner (2)

On keeping myself sharp: I try to read new books or reread authors who have impacted my life because when I 
am learning, I feel invigorated and the ideas continue to flow.  For me it isn’t necessarily about using another’s 
ideas but getting the idea juices flowing within me.  The one thing that I have done in the past year is to find and 
marry the love of my life, my beautiful wife, Kimberly.  When you find that one person who completes your life, it 
is such a powerful and life changing experience.  Your whole perspective shifts because you realize that with two 
you can make even more of an impact on the world than you could alone.  

Life is all about the lessons we learn and I believe the greatest lesson is that when we ask the Universe / God for 
something by setting our intention, we must be open to it being fulfilled.  So often manifesting what we really 
want is as simple as setting our intention, being open to receiving and recognizing when it is given to us. It is not 
about the words but really about the emotions behind the words.  When we are truly ready, I believe the sky is 
the limit and the people will show up to help us fulfill our purpose and dreams.  

For more infromation visit: www.AllowYourSpiritToSoar.com,   www.PathwaytoMindandSpirit.com and 
www.AllowYourSpiritAndVisionToSoar.com Connect on Facebook http://www.facebook.com/allison.e.turner, or 

LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/in/allisonturner 
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Meet Michelle Straka, Chef/Owner Goldenplate Catering  
I am the chef/owner of Golden Plate Catering in Fort 
Lauderdale, Florida.  I am also a certified trainer who 
specializes in  boxing and women’s self-defense.  On 
July 29, 2011, I left my  job as an Executive Chef at 
aramark corporation to pursue my  passion in health and 
fitness.   I opened up Golden plate Catering which 
specializes in healthy catering and pre-packaged meals.

I am also a second degree black belt in tae kwon do who 
trained for 15 years under Grandmaster Sung Wuk 
Chung, a world champion and ninth degree black belt. In 
addition to Golden Plate Catering, I have started Michelle 
Straka Fitness teaching boxing, weights, and self-
defense.  

The biggest inspiration for me is going to work knowing 
that I’m going to help change someone’s life today for the 
positive, whether it is weight loss or self-empowerment.  I 
grew up watching my family get sick and die at an early 
age due to poor diet & exercise. My grandmother died 
from a heart attack from diabetes & obesity. My mother & 
uncle died of lung cancer from smoking.  My aunt is still 
alive but is overweight and suffers from diabetes. Being 
a chef for twenty years, I feel I can make a difference in 
this world one person at a time.  I’m on a mission.

Kimberly West asked me to write about how through boxing I was able to leave my secure 
corporate job to pursue my passion by opening my own business-Goldenplate Catering.  I had to 
step out of my comfort zone to do this.  I had never written before.  OMG! How would I do this?  I 
told myself that if I could fight at the Seminole Hard Rock Casino, I could do anything, so I stepped 
up and wrote “Lights Out”.  Writing “Lights Out,” gave me the chance to work with some mentors 
whom I am inspired by-Kimberly West, Trish Carr (helped me organize chapter), & my coach whom 
I wrote about in “Lights Out”.  I want anyone who reads “Lights Out” to feel empowered and know 
that they can overcome any adversities in life. 

Two weeks ago, I was asked to empower individuals at  a regional Partylite meeting by teaching 
them to break through their obstacles by breaking boards.  There were a couple of women who 
couldn’t break through the boards.  I worked with them until they did.  The satisfaction I received, 
watching these women break the boards and the empowerment they felt is priceless to me. 

For more information visit: www.Goldenplatecatering.com  or call 954-417-8654
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Meet Laurina Anderson, MSW - The Energy ShifterMeet Laurina Anderson, MSW - The Energy Shifter 

As I grew up in the Southside of Chicago, I knew that the 
dysfunction that I experienced would be the perfect foundation 
for the work ahead of me.  Physical, mental, and emotional 
abuse strengthened my resolve that no one should ever live 
through such horrific events.  Because of those events, 
however, I was the ultimate cheerleader/advisor.  Everyone 
came to me with their problems (beginning to see the picture), 
as I could see the positive in all of their adversity.  

I just needed to get married, have 2 daughters, and a couple of 
divorces before “The Energy Shifter” emerged.  Today, I teach, 
train and heal individuals with their issues of addiction, spin 
thinking, depression, anger, stuckness, grief, and pain with 
tools and techniques specifically designed to release them of 
years of stress and negativity.  Everyone wants to be happy…
and I bring their HAPPY back!

My mission and passion is to awaken each person to 
their own greatness.  To be such a vital part of their 
transformation allows me to experience my own life’s 
purpose.  I am inspired by my clients as I watch them 
fulfill their goals and visions.  Once they learn and 
apply the tools that I teach, they are never the same. 
It’s incredible to ask them to compare where they 
were before they started working with me and where 
they are now.  That’s what makes my life worth living, 
making that positive impact and experiencing them 
going from survivor to THRIVOR!

“Fully Charged NOW” is the written word that so many 
have been asking about.  People want to know how 
the internal energy field functions within them so that 
they can begin manifesting/creating the life they’ve 
always wanted.  It’s easy to follow, simply, and 
effective.  This work has to be shared!  It’s the most 
evolutionary knowledge to date.  It’s my promise to 
this work to let everyone know about it…it’s part of the 
new paradigm that is emerging now.  
As long as I can remember, I’ve been told that I would 
be a published author and I never believed it.  It was 
because of this opportunity that I absolutely believe…
and I’m not stopping.  I’ve already had increased 

speaking engagements, books signings and various 
individuals who want to take my message to the 
masses.  

I love people.  I am passionate about spreading the 
love and joy with everyone I meet.  With this 
knowledge, I want the world to be a better place so I 
give of myself in various fundraising organizations.  I 
want to give back to the community, I want to move 
everyone forward and allow them to feel the 
difference they make in others' lives.  It’s the ripple 
effect…if I can share joy with just one person, you 
never know how that joy ripples out to others.  
Oh, I also love boating, swimming, tennis, working 
out, singing, and dancing…just to name a few.  It all 
makes me feel so alive and youthful, strong and 
fulfilled.   

The biggest risk for me was breaking away from an 
organization to start my own business.  I had such 
adversity to overcome however I felt it was so 
important for me to stand on my own, claim my 
sovereignty, and align with the truth of my passion.  I 
will never stop my transformational business, that’s 
my promise.
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Laurina Anderson (2)Laurina Anderson (2)

My clients are my inspiration.  When they KNOW 
beyond their limiting beliefs that they are so much 
more, miracles begin to happen.  They take 
ownership of their empowerment and move 
themselves into areas they never thought possible. 
Yahoo!  I am their biggest cheerleader!  And a partner 
that holds their visions and believe in them even when 
they might not.  
I worked with Debbie Ford for seven years, studied 
Wayne Dyer, Neal Donald Walsh, Maryann 
Williamson, Cheryl Richardson, Echardt Tolle, just to 
name a few.  

I continue to do research and studying of various 
experts in the field.  I also give myself challenges in 
order to master the ego and strengthen my self-
discipline.  The head is a very powerful controller...so I 
have incorporated a quarterly cleanse into my diet.  I 
was completely resistant to the idea and the mind had 
so many excuses.  I was determined to stick with it 
mainly because if I strengthen my resolve, my clients 
will get stronger as well.  

I also continue to put myself out there, networking, 
radio shows, speaking events, and this has 
strengthened my confidence as well.  

Each individual has within them an untapped potential 
to be more that they ever imagined.  Unlocking this 
potential allows their goals and visions to come into 
fruition.  These tools and techniques are fast, effective 
and simple.  All it takes is someone who is tired of 
waiting for their dreams and goals to finally be 
realized, the will and determination to do whatever it 
takes and the commitment to follow it through.  My 
clients are experiencing amazing success.  Oh, and it 
doesn’t matter what age or what profession, this work 
works for the masses.

I do individual one-on-one coaching in person—which 
also can include energy/reiki work (Fort Lauderdale 
and surrounding area), phone and Skype.  If you are 
going through a difficult transition either business or 
personal, this skill set is exactly what you’re looking 
for.  I also work with small multi-partnered businesses 
that need to create cohesion and growth for increased 
sales and productivity.

  

Learn more at www.TheEnergyShifter.com  call 407-340-0301 for a free half hour consultation to learn more.  
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Meet Becca Tebon, CEO/Founder of BeccaTebon, LLC

I am a speaker, author , fitness coach, wellness lifestyle guru and 
single mom who lives in sunny South Florida. Born into wellness with 
three health issues and striken with three intensely dramatic events 
within 90 days in 2009, she has turned her life around and shares 
her programs and products with others to help them on the road to 
strength, being pain-free, never-ending energy, and understanding 
the god given righteousness of SELFULLNESS™.  I share how 
combining faith, family, friends, food and fitness (last but certainly not 
least) together in your life will bring balance, guidance and direction 
for a healthier and heartier lifestyle with the unique techniques and 
ceremonies within the F.I.T.system!

The very best part of my profession is how it has grown into my 
passion and purpose. I was born into Wellness and started training 
at age 7 to help combat my back and bone issues. As an athlete my 
strength helped propel me. However, it wasn't until the 
transformation i experienced while going through my divorce in 
2009/10 that i truly came to appreciate my past swurvy curvy's 
(pains, experiences) and see how GOD had shaped me to become 
who iam today and how He groomed me to be of service to others.

My inspiration is God's hand in showing me how my swurvy curvy's can 
support and enhance other's lives by walking my walk and sharing simple baby steps that have brought me 
peace, wellness and joy.

Kimberly had asked me to join her in her first book and 
i realized upon meeting her, we would do "something" 
together.  The timing was right for this book, and i felt it 
so right when i found out i was the 11th author and 
responsible for sharing the "NOW" segment at the 
conference. Iam all about empowering and tooling 
people, especially women, with the concept of "NOW." 
It is in our minds WHEN we make decisions to step 
aside, change our thinking, take control and move 
forward!  

Iam a "Greenie" or tree hugger. As i was born with 
health ailments, i have come to respect and want to 
preserve our natural surroundings and keep them pure 
for future generations.

Iam not sure i have taken any risks. What i have done 
to date has just felt natural. Iam investing in my brand, 
which could be a risk, however, i truly believe in what i 
was put here to do and nothing will stop me from 
growing, glowing and sharing in that purpose.

I draw inspiration from GOD! His hand and nurturing 
love has guided me. Iam blessed by SO many mentors 
and role models. Kimberly West, is a friend and 
mentor. She has shown me how just being yourself (as 
goofy or professional) is OKAY! I used to keep my 
inner self bottled for fear of rejection. I was afraid to 
show my vulnerable side and my goof side, especially 
in business. When the truth is being ourselves is the 
best way to experience growth and share authentically 
with others. We only know what we know, and always 
need to be a student so we can teach better!

I sharpen my fitness skills by reading and viewing what 
others do. I participate in more conference, both as a 
student and teacher in the future. I follow other 
inspirational speakers and authors, i participate in local 
green and community events, and pray & meditate 
daily. The BIGGEST thing i did in the past year is 
connect with International Business Coach/Venture 
Capitalist Bill Walsh. He has opened up many doors 
and i have met many people on the international circuit 
as a result of connecting with him.

Learn more at www.BeccaTebon.com connect on LINKED IN: http://www.linkedin.com/in/beccatebonfit TWITTER: 
http://twitter.com/beccatebon   http://twitter.com/greensoccermom  and YOU TUBE: 

http://www.YouTube.com/beccateboninc

http://www.YouTube.com/beccateboninc
http://twitter.com/greensoccermom
http://twitter.com/beccatebon
http://www.linkedin.com/in/beccatebonfit
http://www.BeccaTebon.com/


Meet Carla van Walsum, PhD c LSHC Owner of Meet Carla van Walsum, PhD c LSHC Owner of 
Heart-based Solutions, LLCHeart-based Solutions, LLC

I  am owner of Heart-based  Solutions, LLC ; a Holistic 
practice for Couples, Families & Children.

I LOVE to help clients make quantum progress 
through my unique combination of psychological, 
spiritual and metaphysical approaches. European, 
American and Eastern philosophies are the sources of 
inspiration. I use the concept of ‘holistic’ because I 
look beyond label and judgment, but see a person as 
a whole being, the bigger picture. People are so much 
more than a label! Our souls contain the collected data 
of our present life, (and more)  and “Systemic Family 
Constellation” (no, NOT about stars), my most 
cherished insightful and healing method, can heal the 
scars from the past that prevent us from being our 
brightest selves, in relationships, health, wealth and 
work. 

My work is all about emotional healing and 
empowering. I love to see the results: people opening 
their hearts to embrace themselves and their lives, 
couples moving forward after a few sessions, children 
and teens who deal with anger changing into being 
happy and discovering their passion, parents more 
connected to their innate greatness, clearing and 
healing issues around adoption, and peace restored in 
a family following a divorce etc.
It is very joyful to see people taking actions for their 
success in life by coming to a Systemic Family or 
Organization Constellation workshop. 

By belonging to a family you are part of the 
Morphogenetic and Epigenetic energy fields: your 
blueprint might be burdened by scars of the past 
generations, as part of your subconscious. Clinical 
Psychological research shows that traumas are stored 
in the limbic brain for up to three generations. I like to 
refer to what Einstein said: “Everything is energy”. 
Energy is great when it is positive, however past-
traumatic experiences are negative, and negative 
energy reverberates. Trauma is all over in many 
shapes and forms. The great thing is that there are 

many ways to improve or heal, not with fighting the 
symptom but with looking at the WHOLE picture. That 
makes it so interesting!  Many believe that a chemical 
pill solves mental issues.  It sometimes does, but there 
is so much more out there! 

I use the word client because I work based on equality. 
Hearing you are a patient makes you already feel 
miserable. I believe that many mental issues and 
problems are often opportunities for growth and 
changing of paradigms and mindsets. It is just about 
choices and allowing good to happen.

I liked Kimberly’s vision and the title of the book! My 
chapter is: Life’s Hidden Truths;’ the Heart remembers 
what the Mind forgets...about Love, Trauma, 
Metaphysics and Systemic Family Healing. 

I find great peace and joy by being in nature, the 
ocean, woods.  Classical music is a passion- my first 
profession I was a concert flutist- I love to hang out 
with my kids, friends and traveling...and always 
reading and learning. Talking, listening and a glass of 
wine...
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On Biggest Risk: Well, I left with my three children my 
native country Holland in 2004-where we had a 
GREAT life-leaving EVERYTHING behind to move to 
Florida. Starting all over where nobody knew me and 
not being a native speaker, was unexpectedly difficult. 
Losing a lot, encouraged me to open doors and 
discover worlds. Another challenge was to go for an 
American PhD ‘Transpersonal Counseling’ in addition 
to my clinical back ground to enable me to provide the 
best help to my clients. 

Years ago I became passionate about finding 
additional tools to talk-therapy, like the Systemic 
Family Work and brought that to Florida. Working with 
the deeper layers of humans fascinates me. Though 
the power of word is tremendous, the right choice of 
word and thought is even more important. Every 
negative word has a resonance that can be blocking 
healing, like judgments, which never stem from love. 
We also tend to think that fear keeps us safe, but it 
actually destroys. Fear takes away the joy of living. 

Facing and overcoming a lot of fear has given me 
many insights and a great well-being. Learning to use 
Universal laws enriched my life AND my client’s lives!

My inspiration comes from Love for people, for the 
world, for unlimited sources of knowledge and 
learning, through meditation and angels... I also feel 
absolutely inspired by my clients and testimonials. I 
know it is my life purpose, to do what I am doing. 
Healing a person or family, one at the time, I am 
blessed!
People like Wayne Dyer, Bert Hellinger, Louise Hay, 
Gary Jampolsky,  Marshall Rosenberg, Sonia 
Choquette and so many others have played big parts 
in my life. 
 
The decision to be less modest and to share more 
about my work in public speaking and other 
engagements.  To be a marketer for my work, which is 
a new profession for me...

For more information, visit: www.carlavanwalsum.com,    http://www.facebook.com/carlavanwalsum.biz 
www.lifeshiddentruths.com and http://www.linkedin.com/in/carlavanwalsum
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Meet Susan Miller Macknin, R.N. / Energy MedicineMeet Susan Miller Macknin, R.N. / Energy Medicine  
Practitioner of Balanced WellnessPractitioner of Balanced Wellness

 

I am a registered nurse, working full time right now as a 
case manager and doing high tech nursing visits part time. 
My private practice is in Energy Medicine which balances 
the body, mind and spirit to bring harmony and peace for the 
client.   I work individually with clients as well as in group 
settings facilitating workshops and support groups.  Pain 
and stress are the main themes from my clients.

I love helping people find the deeper causes of their issues, 
whether physical or emotional pain, and helping them find 
the solutions to heal the body, mind and spirit.  It's a cycle, 
where physical stress can cause emotional pain and 
emotional stress can cause physical pain.  I work with the 
individual to stop that cycle, to reduce those stressors, and 
to find the inner calm and balance.

 
I love watching the individual grow and find inner joy.  I 
love watching the individual come into their life fully 
and embrace the journey with less fear and more love. 
My inspiration has been my own journey, learning how 
to find the meaning to my challenges and obstacles, to 
find the blessings and gratitude in the pain, and to find 
the solutions to getting unstuck and moving forward.
 
My Chapter: I had been writing bits and pieces of my 
chapter, Awakening To Your Truth, for a few years just 
waiting for the right platform.  Seeing the 
transformation of this chapter come to life mimics the 
transformationof my own journey since the writing. 
When I teach and guide others,
I also learn and heal myself on deeper levels each 
time.
 
Writing this chapter has been very cathartic for me.  It 
has given me a deeper understanding and 
appreciation for what I overcame;  it has been a fresh 
reminder of my own accomplishments and growth; 
and it has helped me overcome yet another one of my 
fears, that of being seen for who I was and what I had 

been carrying for so long.  I was able to do it in a way 
that wasn't just a recanting of "my story", which is what 
can actually keep people stuck, but rather I was able 
to lay out a plan of action to help others move past 
fears and obstacles, using my personal examples to 
hopefully motivate and encourage the readers.

Nature; connecting to the sounds and colors of nature 
feeds my soul and nourishes my inner child.  When I 
connect to the beauty of nature, I connect with my 
creativity;  I so appreciate all the daily miracles in 
nature and in all of life.  When I connect with nature I 
feel a deeper connection to joy and gratitude.
 
Fun; I love to laugh and have fun.  I tend to find the 
funny in my full time job and in my friendships.  I use 
humor to help me move past my own fears or 
challenges, and I use humor to help others find their 
joy.  Many of the poems I have written are based on 
the funny side of adversity or stress.  When I find the 
funny angle of adversity it becomes so much easier to 
accept, to overcome, and to be positive.
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My last few career moves have been huge risks for 
me.  Even though I loved each of the jobs at the time, I 
knew I needed to make changes to be in alignment 
with my own truths and my goals.  My biggest 
obstacles have always been within myself; my limiting 
beliefs blocking my movement forward due to the false 
perceptions or fears of stepping out of my comfort 
zone.   I had to make the conscious choice to deal with 
the inner child consciousness, to overcome and 
replace those limiting beliefs with current truth 
statements that I can believe in and stand by.
 
I draw inspiration from spiritual authors whose works I 

have read, and from my many teachers of Energy 
Medicine who have helped me recognize and accept 
who I am; I needed to learn that I am NOT the 
reflection of the experiences I had but rather I was the 
reflection of how I handled and dealt with those 
experiences. 
 
I am a perpetual student.  I am always learning and 
keeping sharp by attending workshops, seminars and 
trainings that keep me moving forward.  I also 
incorporate my trainings into my private practice which 
keeps my practice transforming and deepening.  

 
For more information, visit: www.BalancedWellness.net.   

≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈

Grief
We all experience losses, large and small, through our lives, and must take time to feel those losses. While we each grieve loss in different ways, and in our own time, we must experience each loss and accept it in order to move on with our lives. Sometimes that loss begins even before we realize it, such as with the illness of a loved one who slips away while we watch, helpless to heal them. Barbara B. Heerema wrote of losses in her prayer poem entitled “Grief”: 
Sometimes I wish I could be less sensitive.  Every little change in my life must be mourned.  I’m grateful, though,  
that I am sensitive enough to know that others must grieve for little things, too.

Help me comfort those whose grief begins before a loss, especially the caregivers whose loved ones fail daily before  
their eyes.  They grieve, as does the ill persons, for each step toward death, for the emptiness that will come.

We see our partners age, and grieve for the way they used to look, for things they can no longer do, for the  
companionship lost.  We grieve for financial loss.

Some grief is shallow and short lived, some grief goes deep and lasts longer than anyone understands.

For all of these things, Lord, You provide strength and comfort; then You  show me how to help others who grieve.Barbara B. Heerema writes about the peaks and valleys of life as she searches for greater faith. She talks to God about everyday things, and writes to encourage and uplift herself and others.  Learn more at www.barbarabheerema.com 
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
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■  ■  LifestyleLifestyle

‘Moving Meditation’ Offers 
Protection from Distress

Would you like protection from anxiety and the harmful effects of stress in your life?  
Mary Jo Ricketson -- nurse, teacher, certified yoga instructor and personal trainer -- shows readers the way in 
her new book Moving Meditation. 

“We all have within us the potential to experience peace and optimal well-being,” she says. “To be safe from 
all distress we must learn to live in the present moment, for the present moment holds the key to our potential 
I call the Good Within.”  

The body is always present, grounded in the present moment by gravity, she says.  The daily practice of 
exercises in Moving Meditation disciplines the mind to stay at home in the space of the body, safe from all 
distress. 

“We’re not free from stress – that’s not possible or desirable,” Ricketson says. “But we’re able to choose a 
response to the stress from a state of mind-body that is grounded, centered and strong. We learn to think and 
move from a space of open heart and open mind and become response-able -- able to respond to the stress in 
ways that promote life and optimal well-being.”

For many people, she says, living in the present moment is like living in a foreign land. Research over the past 
10 years shows that for most people, up to 90 percent of their thoughts are fixed on the past with regret or 
remorse, or racing ahead to the future with worry and anxiety.

“Discomfort, tension and disease all stem from the inability of the mind-body to respond to stress in ways  
that are life-giving rather than self-defeating,” Ricketson says. “We forfeit our opportunity to respond 
effectively when the mind is not fully present to the body in times of distress. When the mind is not present to  
its own being in the space of the body, we cannot expect to be present for others.”

“When the mind is absent, people experience a feeling of abandonment, which triggers a stress response.  
Through the autonomic nervous system, the body purposefully creates tension, increased heart rate,  
increased respiratory rate and other physiological changes. This is how the body gets us to “come to our  
senses,” Ricketson says.

In training, she reminds her clients to “come home”-- to call the mind home so that they can respond in the 
most effective way possible.

When people learn to discipline the mind to stay fully present in the body, they are most able to meet the 
challenges they face in ways that decrease stress and promote life. They gain confidence and strength in their 
ability to let stress work for them rather than against them.  Peace and well-being follow this conscious union 
of mind and body..

“It is in this space of conscious union that we meet God,” she says. “Through our training of mind and body,  
we can learn to be with God here on Earth.  Conscious now of God’s presence, we come to know and feel all  
we are made to be.  You are made to know peace and well-being.  It is within you.  Practice being present and 
you will see the Good Within come to life.”

Mary Jo Ricketson has studied human health and well-being for decades, earning a bachelor of science in nursing and 
a master’s in education. In 1999, she opened the Center for Mind-Body Training, which offers classes, seminars and  
personal training. She offers yoga training in her studio, at schools, and in corporate settings. She lives in the Boston  

area with her husband and two children. 

http://www.thegoodwithin.com/


Living Life to the Fullest Right NOW!Living Life to the Fullest Right NOW! 
By Laurina Anderson

As we are so keenly aware of, especially with our dear friend, author, and loved one 
Kathy Dedek passing so early, is that there is no guarantee on the amount of time we 
have here on earth. Youth, achievements, gifts and talents of individuals do not 
ensure us additional days. And this is our gift…that we don’t know. If we knew when 
and how we might pass over, we would never live a life in the present moment. We 
would always have our attention on the end game, trying to get in as much as we 
could, but to the sacrifice of our relationships with self, family and friends. 

There have been many movies centered 
around knowing the last day of your life.  You 
see people spending so much money on doing 
everything possible because they only have a 
few months left.  There’s a sense of cramming 
everything in so you feel like you not missing 
out.  You distract yourself because the pain is 
just unbearable.  There are also time when you 
just want to run and hide, or worse, take your 
own life before that end date.    And all the 
time, you are not truly experiencing relationship 
at its finest.  
It’s in those times of need when family and 
friends connect at such a deep level within 
their heart and soul.  It’s then when you can 
tangibly feel the love in such a profound way 
that you know, without a doubt, the oneness 
that you share together.  
At the Celebration of Life for Kathy Dedek, we 
discussed the two ways of leaving this world.  
One was through a slow and many times 
painful exit, and the other quick and sudden.  
Of course, both have their pro’s and con’s, and 
none being exactly what any of us want.  We 
never want to see our loved ones suffer, as is 
many a cancer case, nor do we want someone 
to pass suddenly as we then never have a 
chance to say goodbye or let them know how 
much we loved them.  

But here’s the real truth, there is no such thing 
as death.  We are energy.  As energy we 
cannot be destroyed or created, we just 
change form.  We release the physical body 
however we continue on as the bible would 
say, as our soul, or our spirit form.  We are still 
aware of what is happening in the physical 
plane as there have been so many known 
incidents of deceased loved ones returning to 
give us comfort. 
And we also have millions of NDE’s (Near 
Death Experiencers) that come back with 
amazing and inspiring stories of what it’s like 
on the other side.  One of my friend, Dannon 
Brickley, author of “Saved by the Light,” had 
three NDE’s and share many insightful and 
reassuring memories with me.  Yes, my friends, 
there is a heaven.
So, let us live each day as if there were no 
tomorrows, because in reality there are none. 
 Heal and release the wounds of the past, get 
present in this NOW moment, this MAGIC 
MOMENT, and love without conditions.  Feel 
your Source Energy flow through your heart 
and don’t wait another minute without letting 
your family and friends know how much they’re 
loved.  Because you never know when you 
might not have that opportunity again!

Laurina Anderson, MSW is known as the Energy Shifter. She can be found online at www.TheEnergyShifter.com
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Worth Reading
Combine the free spirit of Anais Nin with a 
generous helping of the bestselling Intercourses:  
An Aphrodisiac Cookbook and the result is Daily 
Decadence: The Art of 
Sensual Living. It’s a 
momentary farewell to 
daily routines and a 
welcoming parlay to 
inspired decadence, to the 
fabulous things all around 
and ready to delight us.  
Through stories, recipes, 
wine selections, and 
original art by the author, 
readers are invited to stop, 
open their eyes and 
themselves to touch-taste-
feel and celebrate something luxuriant each day.

Daily Decadence takes readers on a sexy adventure 
full of romantic escapes, simple yet sumptuous meals, 
creative encounters, horse tales, moonlit escapades 
and enchanted revelations - all paired with author 
Sherri Dobay's sassy wine picks and evocative tasting 
notes. Designed to inspire and created with love, Daily 
Decadence will remind readers to stop for a moment 
and focus one’s awareness softly, opening the senses 
in all directions to take in one’s own dazzling world, 
renewed and enlivened.

Daily Decadence is the perfect book for overworked 
any-somethings, for foodies, wine tasters, horse 
lovers, dreamers and doers. Dobay inspires us to add 
some indulgence to everyday life, no matter how busy 
we are.

Napa Valley vintner, cook, and artist Sherri Dobay 
gives us a tour of her world, a place filled with sensual 
romps, visual treats, and wine pairings with each easy 
dish, to accompany that sweet sinking sensation into 
transcendent bliss. Through more than 60 vignettes 
accompanied by 60 literary recipes, our senses come 
alive again; we experience our own ripeness and the 
wonder of our very lives.  Dobay teaches that we don’t 
have to live in a vineyard to experience the sensual 
life. Get your copy here: http://www.daily-
decadence.com/products/books/ 

The Art of Community, 2nd Edition Building the 
New Age of Participation "Communities are vibrant 
entities," says author Jono Bacon "While there is 
plenty of work we can do in 
building effective 
communities, what makes 
people stay for the long haul 
is when they feel like they 
belong."

Discover how your 
community can become a 
reliable support network, a 
valuable source of new 
ideas, and a powerful 
marketing force with The Art 
of Community, Second 
Edition 

"This second edition provides comprehensive 
coverage of building communities and community 
projects from strategic planning right up to delivery," 
says Bacon. "Importantly, and particularly within the 
scenario of professional community managers 
working in organizations, the book also covers 
accountability, measuring success, and identifying 
bottlenecks and issues so they can be resolved."

Interviews with 12 community management leaders, 
including Linus Torvalds, Tim O'Reilly, and Mike 
Shinoda, provide useful insights, and help you
·         Develop specific objectives and goals for 
building your community 

·         Provide tools and infrastructure that enable 
members to work quickly 

·         Create buzz around your community to get 
more people involved 

·         Harness social media to broadcast information, 
collaborate, and get feedback 

·         Identify and manage conflict, such as dealing 
with divisive personalities

http://post.oreilly.com/rd/9z1zu9hkgrb5uncmlku3rrd99oda1peck10tvdbisp8
http://post.oreilly.com/rd/9z1zu9hkgrb5uncmlku3rrd99oda1peck10tvdbisp8
http://post.oreilly.com/rd/9z1zu9hkgrb5uncmlku3rrd99oda1peck10tvdbisp8
http://post.oreilly.com/rd/9z1zveegi3rsbcfn8cj3jjmv6hb0fotuc88d1fum9i8
http://www.daily-decadence.com/products/books/
http://www.daily-decadence.com/products/books/
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The ‘Musical Chairs’ 
Spiritual Trend   

Polls Show More Non-Denominational Believers; Commingling Disparate Traditions is Good,  
Author Says - Growing numbers of Americans are changing their relationship with religion, recent 

Pew Research Center polls indicate. 

Consider the stats:

• Forty-four percent of U.S. adults have either switched 
religious affiliation, or report “no affiliation”

• More than 16 percent report they are unaffiliated with a 
religion; that includes those who are spiritual but not 
religious, and agnostics and atheists 

• Twenty-eight percent have switched from the religion in 
which they were raised

“A full-bodied understanding of the truth does not 
necessarily come neatly packaged in the form of a church 
or a scientific theory,” says Eli Just, former physics 
teacher and author of Manny Jones and the Place 
(www.elijustsupernaturalwriter.com), which links quantum 
theory, biblical stories and the Mayan precession.

With science developing new concepts about the nature 
of reality; changing attitudes in institutional religions, and 
widespread sharing on the internet, more believers are 
creating their own spiritual narrative -- one that makes 
more sense to them, he says. Scandals involving sex and 
money in Christian denominations, which account for 
more than 78 percent of the faithful in America, have 
contributed to religious shifting, Just adds. 

A recent Pew poll on religion reveals that nearly 40 
percent of Americans say there is “too much” religious 
talk in politics. Many respondents think politicians use 
religion as a tool for their own benefit, which may serve to 
increase alienation to religion for the average American, 

Just says.  

Despite wariness on some religious issues, most 
respondents polled say spirituality plays a significant role 
in their lives. 

“Type in ‘new religious movements’ in Wikipedia and 
you’ll see the hundreds of religions that have popped up 
since the 1800s, and those are just the registered ones,” 
Just says. “As a man of science and faith, and I don’t 
think the truths of these two traditions are mutually 
exclusive. After all, Newton was a fervent Christian.”

One of the more recent registered religions was created 
in 2000 and is called Jediism – a movement based on the 
philosophical and spiritual ideas posited by Jedi 
characters in the “Star Wars” movies. Jedi churches often 
incorporate beliefs from mainstream spiritual traditions 
including Christianity, Buddhism, Taoism and Stoicism. 

“Everything is connected, which is probably why so many 
people come up with such a variety of spiritual 
perspectives,” Just says. “Personally, however, I don’t 
think the interconnectivity of everything gives license to 
the notion that all religions are the same.” 

In addition to the new and fascinating data coming from 
sources like the Large Hadron Collider in Europe, it’s 
important to remember ideas that are still alive after 
thousands of years, he says. 

“Old religions like Christianity have withstood the test of 
time,” Just says. “That’s why the majority of Americans 
remain spiritual and religious in a traditional sense.” 

Eli Just is the author of several books including the popular “Manny Jones” series and “The Eddy.” He has a master’s in  
history from Southeastern Louisiana University and is a self-taught student of physics, which he taught at the high school  

level. As a Christian, Just enjoys exploring themes involving physics and its relationship to religion. 
He lives in northern Georgia.
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◙ Technology

Go Ahead,Go Ahead,  
Tweet It: Tweet It: SevenSeven  
Ways to Take Advantage of theWays to Take Advantage of the  

Social Power of Your Satisfied (andSocial Power of Your Satisfied (and  
Not-So-Satisfied) CustomersNot-So-Satisfied) Customers  

As individuals, consumers frequently use social 
media to tell their networks of fans, friends, 

and followers what products they are using, what businesses they like, and so on. 
Unfortunately, says Ron Kaufman, few companies are successfully capitalizing 

on this social behavior. He offers tips on how to make it happen.
Today, we tweet about the latest books we’ve read. We 
let our friends know where we’re eating lunch via 
Facebook. We Instagram pictures of our latest 
purchases. We post reviews of the businesses we 
frequent on Yelp, TripAdvisor, and Angie’s List. As 
consumers, many of us have gone social. We love telling 
people about our latest experiences, and we love 
hearing about what others have experienced so we 
know what to do this weekend and what to avoid. 
Unfortunately, says Ron Kaufman, this social reality is 
something that few companies have fully embraced. 
Until they do, he notes, they’ll be missing out on the 

social power of their satisfied customers.
          “Just think about the last book you bought on 
Amazon,” says Kaufman, author of the New York Times 
bestseller Uplifting Service: The Proven Path to 
Delighting Your Customers, Colleagues, and Everyone 
Else You Meet. “Did you read the publisher’s comments 
first or did you read the customer reviews? Most likely, it 
was the customer reviews. That’s because people trust 
people like them. Companies that aren’t embracing 
social media today are missing out on huge 
opportunities to capitalize on the voices of their 
customers.”

         
 “Companies should be saying to their customers, ‘If you did not enjoy our service, please tell us. If you did  
enjoy our service, please tell someone else. Engage them. Tell happy customers to go ahead and be social  
about their great experiences and encourage unhappy customers to come to you via social media so that  

you can make it right and improve your overall service.”

     
Kaufman notes that a lot of customer service is already 
being done online, customer to customer. Companies 
that embrace this behavior can improve their service and 
save on costs.
          It is not unusual for a customer with a problem to 
use Google to find an answer before approaching the 
actual company responsible for the product or service. A 
quick search brings you tons of answers via user forums 
or message boards. The truth is customers like helping 
other customers. They’ll go out of their way to help a 

fellow customer find a solution, but for companies to do 
that backend customer service there would be a cost. By 
engaging your customers to help each other, you can 
defray your costs, improve your customer satisfaction, 
and stimulate a loyal community by encouraging people 
in your online social space. The trick, of course, is 
encouraging your customers to use social media in the 
most beneficial way for your company. In other words, 
how do you keep them spreading great things about 
your company while bringing their complaints only to 
you? 

http://www.UpliftingService.com/
http://www.UpliftingService.com/
http://www.UpliftingService.com/


Go Ahead, Tweet It! (2)
 Make it easy for them to go social. How many times have you received an email survey after a 

pleasant hotel stay that didn’t include a link and a couple of lines encouraging you to share your 
experience on Hotels.com or TripAdvisor.com?

 

“It’s like companies don’t know if their customers are 
happy or not so they opt not to give you the link,” says 
Kaufman. “When you provide such links, you show 
confidence in your service and you open up your 
company to the possibility of a lot of great word-of-mouth 
publicity. On my website, www.UpYourService.com,  we 
offer a section called Spread the Word and a comment-
rich blog arena where we encourage people to share 
their experiences. It’s a great way to make it easy for 
your fan club to tell their fans, friends, and followers.”
Say thank you. It sounds simple, but showing a little love 
for the love your customers show you goes a long way. 
All it takes is a message of gratitude that says, “Thank 
you so much for spreading the word. As one of our 
happy customers, when you tell other people about us, it 
helps us grow and serve you better.” Or, “Your voice 
counts. Thank you so much for spreading the word. You 
make us love what we do.”

“Keep in mind that you shouldn’t incentivize this 
behavior,” explains Kaufman. “When you offer someone 
who posts a positive review 500 points, a discount, or a 
freebie, you’ll dilute the authenticity of their message. 
Those reviews won’t seem as genuine in the eyes of 
other customers. But you needn’t fear, because showing 
gratitude really does go a long way with happy 
customers.”
Invite them to reach out. Imagine the number of flights 
that took off today. Each had a captive audience of 
approximately 200 people or so, but it’s unlikely that very 
many of them were encouraged by the flight staff to tell 
their social networks about their flight. Now think of all 
those people arriving at their destinations and opening 
the doors to their immaculate hotel rooms with great 
views. They love it. But yet again, there’s nothing in the 
room encouraging them to share it with their network.

“It’s amazing how rarely companies acknowledge their customers’ social networks during service delivery. 
The time of delivery of your product or service is a great time to capitalize on your interaction with your 

customer. It’s a great time to turn that experience into a positive invitation to them to share with people their 
experience with your company. Create a ‘Thanks for Being Social’ promotional piece that includes the 

company’s Twitter handles, Facebook pages, Yelp and TripAdvisor pages, helpful Twitter hashtags, etc., 
with a line that reads, ‘If you enjoy our service, please let the world know.’ Put it on the desk in a hotel room, 

in the backseat pocket on airplanes, beside your cash register, whatever works for your company. The 
positivity you receive from customers will be priceless.”

Ask how you can improve. A recent article in the UK’s 
The Observer points out that Twitter-savvy companies 
are using the medium to provide customers with a way to 
get instant feedback and resolve problems. It’s a great 
way to encourage customers to bring their complaints 
directly to you so that you can begin the service recovery 
process right away.
Companies might be afraid that customers will say bad 
things about them online. But really, you should 
encourage your customers to bring their complaints to 
you. Always explain to your customers that you are 
looking for ways to serve them better and that their 
feedback matters. Tell them, ‘We appreciate it when you 
share your experiences with us. Please don’t hesitate to 
let us know how we can improve.’ The invitation should 
always be open to your customers to share with you the 
good and the bad. When that is the case, they’ll be more 
likely to come to you first when there is a problem. Hear 
them out, provide them with great service, and then 
THANK them for sharing their experience with others via 
Twitter, Facebook, or whatever when you’re done. When 
you provide this kind of uplifting service, you’ll turn them 
into a loyal customer in no time.

Encourage them to recognize great one-on-one service. 
United Airlines recently began its “Outperform 
Recognition Program,” which its MileagePlus members 
can participate in via the company’s mobile app. The 
program encourages customers to let United know when 
its employees have provided great service. Customers 
simply enter the employee’s name via the app and then 
both the customer and the employee become eligible for 
a random drawing for cash prizes, mileage points, and 
even roundtrip tickets.
Through this program, United is showing it understands 
that getting customers to recognize great customer 
service leads to more great customer service! And they’re 
making it easy by running the program through their 
mobile app. They understand that most people are 
traveling with smartphones today. Social programs like 
these boost employee morale, get customers focused on 
what employees are doing right, give employees another 
‘measurable’ feedback for giving great service, and 
create a lot more ‘social input’ from customers to the 
company. An added bonus is the content—for example, 
specific complimentary comments—that can be used in 
internal and external publicity campaigns.”

http://www.UpYourService.com/


Go Ahead, Tweet It! (3)
Funnel customer questions through social media. Then share the best answers. Much of the feedback you 

receive from customers on a daily basis comes in the form of questions. Whether it’s customers asking your 
service providers to clarify a new discount offer or when a new product will be coming out, when you funnel 

these questions through social media, the benefit is twofold.

First, this enables you to easily share useful information 
with other customers. If you ask your customers to post 
such questions on your Facebook wall, you can answer 
the question there for all of your other customers to see. 
Secondly, it provides a perfect opportunity for your 
company to build up its informational capabilities. You 
find out immediately from your customers what 
information isn’t clear and what you need to do to clarify 
messages and information so they are easy to 
understand.
Make talking about your brand irresistible. Of course, the 
best way to ensure your customers are spreading 

positive, encouraging messages about your company is 
to provide such great service that they simply can’t resist 
telling people about it. That’s exactly what Ritz-Carlton 
recently did.
In a blog post on The Huffington Post, Chris Hurn, CEO 
of Mercantile Capital Corporation, shared how the hotel 
staff went above and beyond after his family accidentally 
left his young son’s favorite stuffed animal behind after a 
recent stay. Not only did the staff find and safely return 
the stuffed animal but they took pictures of its extended 
stay to show Mr. Hurn’s son what a great time his stuffed 
animal friend had while staying a bit longer at the hotel.

“As you can see with Mr. Hurn’s story, going that extra mile was a great way for Ritz-Carlton to get people 
talking about their brand,” says Kaufman. “That blog post was seen by a portion of The Huffington Post’s 26 

million monthly readers and was then tweeted, retweeted, and posted by many on Facebook. 
Taking photos of a stuffed animal in funny situations didn’t cost Ritz-Carlton a penny, 

but it delivered social value in a huge way!”

         

 “Your customers’ voices are vital to your organization. 
Social media provides an incredible opportunity to 
engage those voices, to turn one customer’s great 
experience into an advertisement that attracts new 
customers and gets current customers thinking positively 
about you. It’s an incredibly advantageous way to 
address customer concerns and improve your 
company’s service culture in real time.

Ron Kaufman is the author of the New York Times bestseller  

Uplifting Service: The Proven Path to Delighting Your  
Customers, Colleagues, and Everyone Else You Meet . He is 
the world’s premiere thought leader, educator, and motivator 
for uplifting customer service and building service cultures in  

many of the world’s largest and most respected organizations,  
including Singapore Airlines, Nokia Siemens Networks,  

Citibank, Microsoft, and Xerox. He is the founder of UP! Your  
Service, a global service education and management 
consultancy firm with offices in the United States and 

Singapore. Kaufman is passionately committed to uplifting the 
spirit and practice of service worldwide.
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The Nostalgic History of Staying In Touch

With technology facilitating staying connected to loved ones, simple forms of communication have 
become fondly nostalgic. Manlio Carrelli, CEO of international calling service KeKu, takes a look 

back at some of the now outdated - yet fondly remembered - ways of keeping in touch.
  
• The String Phone: Before you were allowed to use a phone and red solo cups were 
associated with beer, these cups were paired with a string to make a pretty nifty phone to call your 
friend in the next room over.  

• Walkie Talkies: Talking to your best friend past bed time meant using walkie talkies under 
the blankets to discuss plans for your upcoming pool party. 

• Postcards: Before sending a photo of you standing atop the Eiffel Tower was as simple as 
snapping a photo with your cell, you were forced to use your pocket sized French dictionary to 
fumble your way through a postcard purchase.

• Dial-up: Before having Facebook instantly at your fingertips to find out what any one of your 
5,000 “friends” was up to, you had to listen to that amazing dial-up tone sound. 

• Phone Booths: When phone booths always ate your quarters, your calling card never 
worked and you never emerged a superhero. 
KeKu connects people around the world with its high-quality calling technology and simple mobile apps. 

Their international calling app lets users call and text for free with other app users– over devices and 
networks of their choice. KeKu also promises to never, ever steal your quarters.

http://www.WECAIdomains.com/


 

Five Essential Apps for 
Getting Over Your Ex

Summer is winding down, and as the temperature cools, so do many relationships. Whether it was just a fling or the 
real thing, it can be hard to get over your ex when they’re plastered all over your digital space. To get you through this 
difficult time, Badoo, the world’s largest social network for meeting new people, recommends five essential apps for 
getting out and moving on!

 

#1 Badoo App

Tired of seeing your ex and their friends plastered all over your Facebook and Twitter feed? 
Ditch your old social circles and create new ones! With Badoo.com, there are over 150 million 
new people looking to meet up! Badoo on the go with mobile apps for iPhone, Blackberry, 
Android and more! 

 

#2 LiveStrong- The Daily Plate App

Looking good is the best revenge! The Livestrong app helps you learn new workouts, 
track your progress, and get in the best shape of your life. Shedding the extra weight will 
help you look AND feel great  

 

#3 My Fashion Assistant App

Step up you style. Nothing helps you get over the breakup blues like a 
little retail therapy, The My Fashion Assistant App is the ultimate closet 
organizer, style manager and  shopping companion

#4 SocialNightlife App 
Hit the dance floor! Shake up your life and get on the guest list with the 
SocialNightlife App 

 

#5 LifeBooker App 

Do the things you always wanted to do but couldn’t because your ex wasn’t into it. Get deals 
and cut down your bucket list with the LifeBooker App
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http://www.daily-decadence.com/products/books/%20


http://www.ixwebhosting.com/templates/ix/v2/affiliate/clickthru.cgi?id=heidirichards%20


http://www.stargala.org/

